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atfacrtiirounts.

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

•red by Rev. J. D. Prigroore, of Ellsworth
Falls. Pastors of the other churches assisted in the service.

NEW ADVERTISEMENT* THIS WEEK

Deposit your

fingwell.

Hancock County Savings
Bank in

Mrs. C. A. Han sc ora, who has been in
the hosp'tal at Bangor for surgical treatment, arrived in Ellsworth Saturday. Her
health is greatly improved.

Admr notice—Georgie C Perkins.
Exec notice—Est Catharine B. Alsop Lef-

money with the old

(Only Savings

Bank.

Ellsworth.)

»

Robert Mathie—Help to cut grass.
C L Morang—Dry goods, boots, shoes, etc.
H W Morang— Fruit aid confectionery.
E G Moore—Druggist;
Holtz & Stan wood—Photographers.
West Eden, Me:
Mt Desert Bridge Corporation
Annual

The former Ellsworth schooner Mary
Augusta, bound from New York for Sullivan, went ashore at the entrance to Boothbay Harbor last Thursday, and was badly

—

meeting.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa :

liabilities more than ten per cent.
exempt from municipal taxation. Has been

Kesources above

Deposits

are

in business

thirty-five

semi-annual dividend
Money Deposited

on

banks for the

asking.

Hancock County Savings Bank,

Going West—11.60 a m. *2, *5.15 and *9 p m.
Going East—6.15 and 6.45 a m: 4 and 5.40 p

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

We will sell for you.
We will rent for you.
We will buy for you.
We will certify the title.

are

We write all kinds of insurance.
Write us and we will ca 11 on you immediately

Miss Mabel F. Lord, who has
ployed in Boston, is at home for

m.

Mrs. Albert Goodwin, of Old Town, is
guest of Mrs. C. R. Foster.

the

Mrs. A. S. Treat and daughter Evelyn
at Labrador farm for the summer.

Maix

First National Bank
Street.

Bldg..
Ellsworth, Me.

emsum-

Fred W. Joy, of New York, arrived last
vacation at his home
here.

week for his annual

Mrs. Isaac Bridges and family, who have
spent the winter in New York, arrived

SALE

home
28,210 feet of land situate on south side and at foot'd Sea street. Northeast
Maine. This lot of land Is on the shore and title given to low-water mat k.

Harbor,

Farm with buildings In good repair. Acres fine shore property. Fast Bluehill. Me.
One 11-2 story house newly shingled and painted. New stable 28x32. New hennery 13x42
with six acres of land more or less all free from tocks. with never-failing well or water at the
door. Wood-house and carriage-house connected with the house; cuts five tons of hay. This
Isa very desirable location for summer home, or for a market garden, being easily acesstble
to Bar Ilarbor markets. Situated at Lamoiue, Maine, a jout two miles from U. 8. Coaling
station.
Apply to C. W. & F. L. Masojc.

BONDS FOR INVESTMENT
yield larger

interest than for twenty years.

I have some first-class Bonds at

remarkably

low

prices.

Saturday.

Lindsley and wife, of Brooklyn,
Y., are visiting Mrs. Lindsley’s
mother, Mrs. T. O. Tracy.
F. W. and E. E. Joy, w hile fishing at
Patten’s pond one day this week, saw a
large cow moose on the shore.
Miss Margaret Dresser, who has been
studying at the Boston conservatory of
music the past winter, is at home.
Children’s day will be observed at the
Methodist church next Sunday. There
w'ill be appropriate exercises in the evenEvan

N.

the Methodist
Mrs. William T.
Fourth street to-morrow after-

ladies’

circle

of

church will meet with

Reel Estate

Investments

Moor

on

noon.

H. W. Morang
fectionery, fruit
week.

open his new contobacco store this
He has closed out his market busi~
will

and

ness.

Agricultural

Sidney R. Bonsey, who is railway mail
run between Bangor and
on the
Sears port, was at home for a few days last

Lime

clerk

week.

for

The ladies’ social circle of the Baptist
church will give a conundrum supper at
the Baptist vestry next Wednesday evening at 6 o’clock.

Liming of Soil and Spraying

E. H. Emerson, who has been located in
Boston for some time past, has gone to
California where he is employed by an
electrical company.
The Surry road embroidery club met
with Mrs. F. A. Orcutt last week, and
will meet at the home of Mrs. Minnie

practical treatise for
Farmers and Specialists.

A

Leighton Wednesday.
The regular sessions of the board of assessors will be held the second Saturday

C. W. GRINDAL,
Water

Street,

of each month instead of the first Saturday, as first announced.

Ellsworth.

Archie L. Cushman, of Bangor, called
While
friends in Ellsworth Sunday.
in town he stayed at the boarding house
of Mrs. Augusta Emery.
There was a large congregation at Hancock hall Sunday evening, when the baccalaureate sermon to the graduating class
of the Ellsworth high school was delivon

C. L. Morang

Department Store.

atbcrtisniuntss.

sale,

for

one

50 Suits at

-

for

$10.00

C.

L.

MORANG.

LISTE1T.I
I

beg

to

announce

the

of my new store this week,
with the most complete line of

opening

formerly Morang’s market,

Foreign and Domestic Fruit,
Nuts, Cigars, Tobacco
and Confectionery
®ver shown in Ellsworth.
A new and up-to-date
FOUNTAIN and ICE-CREAM COUNTER.

street

SODA

cor.

opp.
the

Post
Office.

He

nuisance.

was

one

for

not

Saturday, aged nearly ninety-seven

Mr. Bowden had been an invalid
for many years. For twenty years he had
been confined to bis room. He was tenderly and faithfully cared for by bis wife,
who has been his companion for fifty-six
He leaves
years, and who survives him.
also two sons—Capt. J. Atwood Bowden
and Perry S. Bowden, both of Ellsworth.
Mr. Bowden was a veteran of the Civil
war, and whrle in the service contracted
disease from w’hich he never fully recovered. Funeral services were held at the
house Sunday, Rev. P. A. A. Killam officyears.

MOORE’S
DRUG

STORE,

^lso the w. F. Schroffts & Son’s celebrated
•p
■Wite Chocolates. I thank the public for past patronage, and hope for a continuance of the same.

H. W. MORANG.

the

Fourth!

Light and Dark Checks,
easily worth $12 and $15.

seller and

common

apprehended during the term, but returned to
Bar Harbor soon after court adjourned.
County Attorney Wood appeared for the
prosecution and E. N. Benson for the respondent. Several witnesses testified to
purchasing liquor of Hunton. Justice
King granted the injunction.
James G. Bowden, the oldest citizen of
Ellsworth, died at his home on Hancock

Fireworks

LATE ARRIVALS.

the nine m last year in number of trains,
with a few slight changes in time. Trains
arrive from the west at 6.56, 7.19, 11.07
a. m., 12.08,4 JO, 6.22 p. m.
The 7.19 and
4.30 trains connect with the Washington
County railroad. Sunday trains from the
west at 8.55, 7.19, 9.41 a. m., 8.22 p. qi.
Trains leave lor the west at 7.37 s. m., 12.20,
2.23,5.42, 10.21 and 11.07 p. m. The 12.20
and 11.07 trains connect with the Washington County railroad. Sunday trains west
leave at 7.08 a. m., 2.23,5.42,10.00 and 10.21
p. m. The mail schedule at the head of
the local column has been corrected to
date.
The Maine

Concrete Products Co., of
been awarded the contract
to furnish blocks for underpinning for the
new house of Judge John A. Peters.
The
system used is the two-piece header bond
system, which makes the strongest possible wall, and danger of frost is eliminated.
A. L. Bi’kford, treasurer of the company,

FOURTH OF JULY.
BIO AND SUCCESSFUL CELEBRATION PROMISED.
INTERESTING

PROGRAM

OF

MINOR

SPORTS FOR MORNING AND AFTERNOON

—

REDUCED

RAILROAD

BATES.
Ellswoith’s Fourth of July celebration
promises to be a big and successful one.
Every indication points to large crowds
here on the Fourth, provided there is
good

Ellsworth, has

weather.

ington County railroads

—

common

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS.

No. 26

19ns.

—

ing."
The

O. W. TAPLEY. Ellsworth, Me.
Insurance

the

mer.

C. W. & F. L. MASON,
FOR

cost less and

been

■

The Maine Central and Washhave offered
reduced fares to Ellsworth for the day.
The competitive drill of uniform rank
companies, K. of P., promises to be the
spectacular feature of the day. Bangor,
Stonington and Ellsworth companies are
already assured, and the Belfast company
Mrs. E. G. Ayer, Miss Gladys Ayer, has a
large number of desirable contracts is a strong possibility.
Archie Moore and Fred Abbott, of Dex- in
There will be something doing all day
view, on which the bids are being preter, and Miss Edith Foss, of Hancock, pared, including several houses, one grist long. The river-drivers’ race on
single logs
were guests of John P. Eldridge and w ife
mill and two dams, foundations, sidewalk down over the
rips below the dam will be
for the high school commencement.
blocks, underpinning drain tiles, etc., also exciting. It has been many years since
J. W. Tatley, of Montreal, was in Ells- cellar floors, partition walls and fancy Ellsworth has seen a log race. The boat
worth a few’ days this week. He w’as steps. The blocks for the foundation and and canoe races on the
river; the parade,
accompanied by his little son David, who underpinning of John J. Duffy's bouse are the fire drill, the ball games, the interestremained to spend the summer with his completed and the masons will begin lay- ing program of minor
sports, and the fireworks and illumination in the
grandparents, Col. C. C. Burnll and wife. ing them this week.
evening,
The fire lookout station at Humpback
promise a full day.
The big dam and power house will be
WEDDING BELLS.
mountain is completed, and Hiram Coropen to inspection. Visitors may have the
liss, an experienced guide and woodsman,
8PRINGER-PAINE.
novel experience of walking through the
has been engaged to watch during the
At the home of the bride’s parents, Mr.
summer months.
big dam, under water, and every precauHe went on duty last
and Mrs. E. E. Springer, at 3 o’clock this
tion will be taken against accident.
Wednesday.
afternoon, Miss Edna Belle Springer was
MHtOH SPORTS.
In spite of the rain a large number of married to Prof.
George Porter Paine, A.
Ellsworth people went to Jacksonville toThe committee on minor sports anM., (Harvard, 1905) of Ripon, Wis.
day to attend the reunion and camp-lire
The house was tastefully decorated, and nounces the following full program for'
of the East Maine Veteran association. the
ceremony was performed by Rev. S. morning and afternoon:
At the Ellsworth depot seventy-four W. Sutton in a bower of
Forenoon at JO o'clock.
ferns, daisies,
Jacksonville tickets were sold.
First prize, $5; second
Queen Anne's lace and long luxuriant 100 yard dash
prize, f2.
Joseph II. Woodward, formerly of Ells- sprays of blossoming blackberry vines. A
worth, is to be married to-day at Little daisy chain was held by young friends of Spoon and egg race—First prize, |2; second
prize, fl.
Falls, N. Y. The bride is Miss Blanche I. the bride.
When Miss Dresser, in an adjoining Sack race—First prize, f2; second prize, fl.
Mesick, of that city, formerly a teacher in
a kindergarten school at Bar Harbor. Ellsroom, began Wagner’s “Bridal Chorus”,, Potato race—First prize, $2; second prize,
the groom entered, attended ty his friend
worth friends extend congratulations.
fl. Afternoon at 3.30 o’clock.
Fire destroyed Charles E. Sinclair’s and classmate, Guilford Darby Scholl, of Bicycle race, for boys under fifteen years
—First prize, f2; second prize, fl. The
They were followed
stable on Beal avenue last Thursday even- Chrome, N. J.
start will be at the corner of Franklin
ing, with contents. There was no live- shortly after by the bride, upon her
and Main streets, through Franklin to
stock iu the building. The fire is attrib- father’s arm, preceded by her maid-ofPine, Pine to High, High to Main and
uted to sparks from a locomotive. A honor, Miss Bernice Dorr.
down Main street to starting point.
The bride wore white lace over liberty
strong wind was blowing directly towards
Slow bicycle race, for boys—One prize, 60c.
the house, only a few feet from the burn- satin, and carried white roses. Miss Dorr
was gowned in lace over pink satin, and
Running hop-step-and-jump—First prize,
ing building, but the firemen by hard
|2; second prize, fl.
work succeeded in saving it. The house carried white carnations.
The second period of the “Bridal Chorus” Farmers’ race—Prize, an elegant mission
was slightly scorched.
The stable was inmantel clock presented by E. F. Robincontinued during the full and impressive
sured for $300.
son.
Contestants in the race are reservice. At its close the happy
The schooner Henrietta A. Whitney, marriage
quired to come to the starting point
received
to the
pair
congratulations,
with horses fully harnessed, and at the
Capt. W. P. Woodward, arrived Saturday
triumphant strains of Mendelssohn’s
signal are to take horses out of carafter a quick run from New York. The
riages, unharness the horses, taking off
wedding march.
all harness except bridles,. then re-harWhitney left Huntington, L. I., Saturday, I Only relatives were
pr^nerj, *;th *ne
ness, hitch In, and the first one around
l>e*' p the 3ound to New York arriving
I exception of those mentioned. The fc.-ide
the course gets the clock.
The course
there Monday. She loaded coal at Port
will be the same as for the bicycle race.
received many handsome and ueeJ il presJohnson Tuesday, towed through the gate
ents.
220-yard dash—First prize, $5; second
Wednesday and arrived at the mouth of
prize, $2.
Professor and Mrs. Paine drove to
Union river Saturday afternoon. The run
The contests will be conducted, on Main
Lamoing Beach, where they w ill spend a street.
from Point Judith to the mouth of the
They are free for all, ami entries
month at the B^rry cottage.
should be made early, sending word to the
river was made in thirty-four hours.
chairman of the committee. There will
be no second prize in any contest awarded
Fire at the old Jordan homestead on
ELLSWORTH FALLS.
unless there are at least three entries.
State street Mjnday afternoon destroyed
Look in the window of Robinson’s jewelry
C.
W.
and
wife
Smith
went
to
The
house
was
Amherst
the eastern ell.
occupied
store for prize exhibit. The committee in
by the families of Charles N. Whitney and Tuesday for a visit of several days.
charge consists of Rev. J. D. Prigmore,
fire
The
started
about
Charles F. Fuller.
Mrs. Frank Moore, of Kingman, is visit- Robert B. Holmes, A. F. Stockbridge, R.
M. Campbell, with Rev. P. A. A. KilXam as
in
the
eastern
the chimney
ell, occupied by ing her mother, Mrs. Oscar Staples.
chairman.
Mr. Whitney. The ell was gutted, but
Dr. E. E. Jordan, of Bangor, was here
the fire did not reach the main house.
COMING EVENTS.
Sunday, the guest of George P. Dunham
The furniture of both Mr. Whitney and and wife.
reELLSWORTH.
was
somewhat
Mr. Fuller
damaged by
Mrs. E. J. Maxfleld, of Bangor, was here
Wednesday, July 1, 6 p. m., at Baptist
moval, and Mr. Whitney lost some of the
The house over night one day la£t week, with her vestry—Conundrum sapper.
contents of the burned ell.
sister, Mrs. Asa C. Flood.
was owned by the Horace Jordan estate.
Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 16 and
Coleman Steele and wife have moved to
The loss on house and contents is fully
17—North Ellsworth fair.
where
will
East
conduct
insurance.
Machias,
they
covered by
COUNTY.
the boarding house for the lumber comThere was a hearing before Justice King
Saturday, June 27
Tracy reunion at
Jonathan Tracy place, Gouldsboro.
at the court house Monday on petition for pany.
Emery Strout has had his bouse raised
an injunction to restrain Arthur Hunton,
June 29 to July 17—Summer school for
of Bar Harbor, from selling liquor. Hun- and is having the wrall rebuilt and on this teachers at Castine normal school.
ton is under four indictments found by a brick underpinning. John E. Lake has
Tuesday, Aug. 18, at Bluehill Mineral
the grand jury in April—two for single the contract.

•Daily, Sundays included.
No mails dispatched to or received from the
east Sundays.

SELL
YOUR
REAL
ESTATE.

caused loss

estimated at from $5,000 to $7,000. Mr.
AT ELLSWORTH POSTOFFICE.
Lyon has many friends in Ellsworth who
In effect June 22, 1908.
regret to hear of his loss.
MAILS RECEIVED.
Mrs. H. B. Phillips, who has spent the
From West—*6.55 a m, *12.08, 4.30 and *6.22 winter with her
daughter, Mrs. Albert J.
p m.
Lord, in Meriden, Conn., arrived home
From East—12.20 a m; 6.42 and 11.07 p
* ra.
Saturday. She w*as accompanied by her
/
MAIL CLOSES AT POSTOFFICE,
grandson, Ballou Phillips.
SCHEDULE OF MAILS.

before June i, begins drawing

savings

Fire in the store of C. A. Lyon & Co., in

Bangor, yesterday afternoon,

years and will pay its Seventieth
June i.

Interest from that date. Home

damaged.

Windsor hotel.

on

or

Stmetfcfttb'

iating.
George

|

A. Dyer, formerly of Ellsworth,
died at his home in Lansing, Mich., last
Friday, aged sixty-two years. The remains were brought here for interment,
which took place Monday at Woodbine
cemetery. Frederick T. Head, of Minneapolis, a son-in-law of the deceased, accompanied the body here. Mr. Dyer was
former register of deeds for Hancock
a
county. He had lived in the West many
inyears, engaged in the real estate and
surance

business.

He

was a

veteran of the

widow and two
daughters—Mrs. Head, of Minneapolis,
and Miss Helena Dyer, of Lansing. Mrs.
Dyer will make her home with her daughCivil

ter in

war.

He leaves

a

Minneapolis.

The summer schedule on the Maine
Central and Washington Country railroads
went into effect Monday. The service is
Mrs. A. J. Bray, medium, of Boston, will
give readings on business and health at 26
Water street for a short time only.—Advt.

Mrs. Elias B. Armstrong fell one day
an arm.
She made a
misstep and fell from a platform a distance of five or six feet.
last wreek and broke

NORTH

ELLSWORTH.

Mrs. Martha Hamilton, of Bar Harbor,
Francis McGown’s.

Spring—Field day

of

Hancock

Pomona

grange.

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
Sept. 8, 9 and 10—Fair of Hancock County
agricultural society at Mountain park,
Bluehill.

Thursday, Sept. 24,
day

at

Arden Young’s
Green Mountain

is at

grove, Otis—Field
Pomona grange.

A. M. McGowa and family, of Bangor,
visited relatives here Sunday.

Tuesday and Wednesday, Sept. 29 and 30
—Fair of Northern Hancock agricultural

Heeden went to Portland
stay of two weeks.
Mr. Taylor, of Winn, conducted
services at the chapel Sunday evening.
Children’s day will be observed at the
church next Sunday evening, with appropriate exercises.

society at Amherst.
Wednesday, Sept. 30—Orland fair.

Rev. Nelson
for a

Saturday
Rev.

of

asi)crtt*nnnu&.

The farmers’ club is repairing the track
and putting things in readiness for the
fair in September.

HOT!

CHURCH NOTES.

Get

CONGREGATIONAL.
Rev. R. B. Mathews, pastor.
Sunday, June 28— Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45.
Evening

Cold Drinks
and

7.30.

service at

Prayer meeting Friday evening

at 7.30.

CONG’L, ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Rev. J. D. Prigmore. pastor.
Sunday, June 28— Morning service at
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
at 11.45. Evening service at 7.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.
ONION

Delicious
Ice Cream

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.

Rev. W. F. Emery, pastor.
Sunday, June 28— Morning service at

by pastor. Sunday school
Junior league at 3.
Evening
service at 7.30. Children’s day service.
and
bible
study Tuesday
Prayer meeting
evening at 7.30.
10.30.

Sermon

at 11.45.

BAPTIST.

of

M.M. MOORE,
ELLSWORTH FALLS,

ME.

Burpee’s Sweet Pea Seeds
FOR

SALE AT THE

Rev. P. A. A. Killam, pastor.
Sunday, June 28—Morning Bervice at
ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
of eight choice varietles.for
Collection
at 11.45. Christian Endeavor meeting at 7.
(|Twenty-flve cents.
Evening service at 7.30.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
Long distance telephone, 43.

"EDITED

Prayer Meeting Topic

For the Week
Beginning June 28, 1908.
By REV. S. H. DOYLE.
Henry MarTopic —Foreign missions.
and
missions in India.—I Cor. U. 1-16.
tyn
Henry Martyn was born in Truro.

Ita Motto:

BV AUNT

This column is devoted to the Grange, especially to the granges of Hancock county.
the
The column is open to all grangers for
discussion of topics of general interest, and
letters
Make
for reports of grange meetings.
short and con.ise. All communications must
exbe signed, but names will not be printed
All comcept bv permission of the writer.
munications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

MADQE”.

“Helpful and Hopeful.”

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto- -it is for the mutual
bcnetlt, and aims to be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good, it lafertbecom
in
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of
a medium for the information and

He
Cornwall. England. Feb. 18, 1781.
received a splendid academic educasuggestion,
tion, attending the grammar school In l
terchange of ideas. In this capacity it solicits
Ills native town and graduating from j communications, and its success depends largely
He! ou the support given it .n this resjieci. ComSt. John’s college. Cambridge.
name of

prizes

munications

must be

good

several

for

1802 he was chosen fellow of his col- I all communications
Thk American.
Ellsworth. Me.
and won first prize for the best :
I^atin composition.
It was his intenSOMETHING EACH DAY.
tion to devote his unusual talents to
Something each day—a smile.
the law. but God interfered with his.
much to give:
not
It's
plans and made of him a great misAnd the little gifts of life
This change was brought
sionary.
Make sweet the days we live.
about by the sudden death of his fa
The world has weary hearts
ther and mother and the faithful
That we can bless and cheer.
preaching and counsels of the univerAnd the smile for every day
Makes sunshine all the year.
sity preacher, which led to his conver
sion and dedication to the ministry.
Something each day—a word,
Two incidents influenced him to beWe know not its power:
Oue was the recome a missionary.
It grows in fruitfulness
As grows the gentle flower.
mark of his pastor as to the great good
W’hat comfort it may bring
that had been accomplished by a sin
When all is dark and drear!
gle missionary in India—William Carey,
For a kind word every day
“the consecrated cobbler.” The othei
Makes pleasant all the year.
factor in determining his life work
was the reading of the "Life of David
Something each day—a thought.
Unselfish, good and true.
Brainerd,” an early missionary in
That aids another’s need
America.
While we our way pursue:
Martyn was ordained to the minThat seeks to lighten hearts,
istry in the Church of England. At
That leads to pathways clear!
first he was curate to the university
For a helpful thought each day
preacher, but still longed for the mis
Makes pleasant all the year.
eionary field. Financial disaster over
each day—a deed
Something
took him, and he accepted a chaplaincy
Of kindness and of good.
It the East India company, and thus
To link in closer bonds
through another seeming adverse prov
All human brotherhood.
idence of God attained his heart’s deOh, thus the heavenly will
We all may do while here;
sire. He preached to his own country
For a good deed every day
men in India and learned the languages
Makes pleasant all the year.
of the people of the empire and
—Selected by Ann.
preached to them, at the same time
translating the Book of Common Tray
And the number of good deeds would be
er, the parables of Christ and, last ol
three hundred sixty-five; now multiply
all, the entire New Testament into the
by twenty, thirty or forty and get some
Hindoostanee language and later into
idea of the total amount if only one good
He
the Persian and Arabic tongues.
deed w’ere done each day. To carry the
was most faithful as a missionary and
idea a bit further, multiply the last result
Irresistible in argument “Henry Mar
by the number of nieces and nephews in
tyn," said a Persian, “was never beat- the M. B.
family, and what a vast amount
en in argument; he was a good man, a
of helpfulness would be represented.
man of God."
During his labors he
There is kindness in the world after all.
suffered much from illness and while
A day out in the busy world where travel
on his way to England, seeking health,
is going on and the hurry of life is in the
was taken
sick with a plague then
air reveals many a little courtesy perraging and died at Tokat, Turkey, and formed for the aid or benefit of another.
was buried there.
Thus he not only
If you are inclined to think the world is
dedicated his splendid talents to the
full of selfishness and every one is looking
of
but
his
heathendom,
gave
eaTing
out only for himself “watch out’’ one day
life in the service of his Master as a
for the little helpful deeds. They warm
His life and his work
missionary.
the hearts not only of those who receive
should be an inspiration to all young
the help or the little attention, but they
ol
interested
In
the
advancement
people
give a glimpse of thoughtful, kindly
Christ's

kingdom.
BIBLE

interest to those who

READINGS.

Isa. lii, 7: Nah. i, 15; Matt, xxviil. 19
20; Acts i, 1-8; xiil, 1-3; xv, 26; Korn, ix
1-5; x, 14. 15; Itev. li, 10.

observing

the events

them.

apparently
transpiring

are

not

around

_

Here you shall have

one

of

Melissa's

SEVEN SENTENCE SERMONS.

Newest C. E. Editor.
The latest accession to the ranks ot
Christian Endeavor editors is Mr. E. J
Mr
Powell of Newport, in Wales.
Powell has launched the Christian Er.
deavor Optimist, the official organ o
the Welsh National union, a paper thn'

The sole meaning of life is to serve humanity by contributing to the kingdom of God.
which can be done only by the recognition of
the worth of every man.—Tolstoi.

The steps of faith
Fall on the seeming void, and find
Tfce rock beneath.— W hit.ier.
Wisdom and sight are well, but trust
best.—Adelaide Proctor.

is

To be a strong band in the dark to another
'.u the time of need, to be a cup of strength to
human soui in a crisis of weakness, is to
know the glory of life.—Hugh Black.

a

the lecturer was absent, the program
omitted.
_____________

'UUA** T- ‘-OBB
aM cu
AUSTIN, RectlvAtA.
Mount rmnmtl an,I
Hlunhih

l»U|*,O0

“Sometimes,” said I’ncle Eben, “I
myself lambastin’ a mule for doin’
purty much de same as 1 would do if I was
in de mule's place.”

U8—
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Bilious? Feel heavy after dinner? Tongue
coated? Bitter taste? c omplexion sallow ?
liver needs waking up. Doan's Reguiets
cure bilious attacks. *„>ft cents at any drug
store.— 4drt.

Tuesday, Aug. 18-Field day of Hancock
Pomona at Bluehill mineral spring.
Thursday, Sept. 24 —Field day of Green

After suffering for seven years,
this woman was restored tobealth
by Lydia E. Pinkbam’s Vegetable
Compound. Head her letter.

"os

was

ketches

Pomona grange with
North Penobscot.

to

Steamship Company,

Arbutus grange held its regular meeting
Friday evening, with twenty-six members
and two visitors present.
Only the regular business came before the meeting. As

reason.

Friday. June

lege

•ASTIR*

ARBUTUS, SURRY.

DATEB.

signed, but the

exceptional writer will not be printed except by permission
will be subject to approval or
scholarship in 1801, the prize for the i Communications
rejection bj the editor of the column, but none
greatest proficiency in mathematics; in j will be rejected without good reasou. Address
won

furnish the entertainment and will be
served with ice-cream and cake.

3mong tljr ©rangtrs.

3tn>rrttKmntts.

mutual Btntfit (flolnmn.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.

iHtfcirui.

______

was

degrees.

I had female troubles for seven
was all run-down, and so neryears
The
vous I could not do anything.
doctors treated me for different troubles
but did me no good. While in this condition I wrote to Mrs. Pinkham for advice and took Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and I am now strong
and well.”

Have

Citizens

Ellsworth

Scores of

Wat claaa fare. Bar Harbor
ruun<t trip.
oneway;

Learned It.

grange held its regular meetJune 16, with 225 patrons present.

If you suffer from

Lamoine

business the lecturer

presented

There is only

a

to

freight, except live Mwk,
th!«compaLy, la timuroi

cure

it.

rtne

program, including drama, “Sunsolos by Sister Cordia Davis;
recitation, Brother|Maddocks, of Nicoliu

bonnets;”

Neglect it, urinary troubles follow.
Doan’* Kidney Pills are made for kidFACTS FOR SICK WOMEN. grange.
PENOBSCOT.
neys only.
For thirty years Lydia E. PinkPenobscot grange met Friday evening,
Are endorsed by Ellsworth people.
ham's Vegetable Compound, made
from roots and herbs, has been the with twenty-five present, including seven
Mrs. R. I. Moore, of Ellsworth Falls,
standard remedy for female ills, visitors, who made appropriate remarks.
living on the Waltham road, says:
Me.,
an
li.
Cushman
of
B.
ga.-e
interesting
Bro.
cured
thousands
and has positively
what Doan’s Kidney Pills did for
“After
of
the
on
the
with
been
troubled
talk
Mississippi
who
have
women
peculiarities
displacements, inflammation, ulcera- river. |An invitation from Rainbow me it is a pleasure to recommed them.
tion, fibroid tumors, irregularities, grange, Brooksville, to meet with it at a I have used them off and on for several
periodic pains, backache, that bear- ••basket picnic” July 4, was accepted.
backache and other difficulties

tng-down feeling, flatulency, indigestion,dizziness,or nervous prostrat ion.
Why don't you try it ?

8CHOOPIC, FRANKLIN.
June
Schoodic grange met

18, with
visitors
The first and second degrees
present.
The
were conferred on two candidates.

twenty-four

Don’t hesitate to write to Mrs.
Pinkham If there is anything
about your sickness you do not
understand. She will treat your

members and

will

degrees

third and fourth

seven

be

July

It

BASS HARBOR.
Miss Della Black is visiting her
Portland.

aunt

was

also voted that the next

should be

in

post)K>ned

till

some

time

All that

hospital
and

j

where I had

winter I

was

not

and

they keep

several occasions

miser-

For
A. W.

since then,

Kino, President.

contracted With the City of Ell*.
worth to support and care for those was
may need assistance during the neat fire
vearsandare legal residents of Elltwcrth.1
forbid all peraons trusting them on inv wcount, as there is plenty of room and accommodations 10 care for them »t the City Kirn
house.M J. Dbvxmkt.

tory results as
Price 50 cents.
For sale by all dealers.
Foster-Milburn Co.. Buffalo, New York,
sole agents for the United States.
J Kemember the name—Doan's—and take

Mairi.e:
Th*- lea rakPs I s*>nt
from Gold Medal Flour

other.

If there were to be a new beatitude it might
well read: “Blessed are the cheerful."—Mable.

6.

Have You a
Summer Stove?

NARRAMI981C, ORLANP.

Capt. Henry Webster has a crew buildJune 20 Narramissic grange, in regular
ing a road to the Fanning cottage.
session, conferred degrees, receiving into
Miss Lillian Rich, who has been attend- full membership George H. Clark and
ing Bucksport seminary, is at home.
wife, who have recently purchased the
Mrs. Abbie Turner and daughter Mar- Clarence A. Wight farm. It was a pleasian, of Portland, are visiting friends here, j ure to have present visitors from Bangor,
Charles Reed, who has employment in Highland and Alamoosook granges. As
j the evening was warm, the literary proBoston, is spending part of his vacation I
gram which had been prepared was omitted
here.
and a social hour was enjoyed.
Cake and
1
Wallace
has
to
Rockland.
Jay
gone
ice-cream were served. A recess will be
where he has charge of the boat slip at
taken from the first regular meeting in |
the Samoset hotel.
July uaiil the last regular meeting in |
Mrs. Charles Stanley is arranging an enAugust.
tertainment to be given next week for the

The stifling air of a
close kitchen is changed
to comfortable coolness
by installing a New Perfection Wick Blue Flame
Oil Cook-Stove to do the

family cooking.
No kitchen furnishing
is

so

convenient

stove.

ALAMOOSOOK, EAST ORLAND.

benefit of the church.
Miss Leffingwell, of Montclair, N.

Alamoosook

J.,

grange

held

meeting Saturday evening,

its

with

a

regular
good at-

having
tendance and lour visitors. The first and
cottage, Grey Rocks.
second degrees were worked in a pleasing
Mrs. Emery Smith, who has been in the manner. There will be a dance the Fourth
Maine general hospital at Portland for of
July in the afternoon and evening. Dintreatment, is expected home soon.
ner and supper will be served, also other
Now a most welcome letter from Aunt
Edna Benson, Frances Murphy and Vi- refreshments. Voted to
postpone the inMaria will be gladly read:
Stranger
In

new

nor exile can I be
worlds where He leadeth me.
—Lucy Larcom.

is here

E.

J. POWELL.

la destined to play a large part In the
Increasing development and usefulness
of Christian Endeavor in the land of
Its issue. Mr. Powell is also a mem
her of the British Christian Eudeavoi
council, a man of affairs and a highly
esteemed Christian gentleman, who
has done heroic service for the cause
of Christ already.

The Heart of Christian Endeavor.
Every healthy man has two lungs
and two eyes and two ears and two
A two
hands, but only one heart.
hearted man would be a monstrosity.
So Christian Endeavor has hut one
heart, though it has any uumber of
eyes and ears and as many hands ns
Briareus. As Paul told that old Christian Endeavor society in Colossae aud
as he tells us today, that heart Is lovelove to God in Christ, on whom we
should “set our affections,” and love to
one another, “forbearing one another
and forgiving one another."
The pulsations of this heart sends
life, as Paul also tells us, into all the
other parts of the Christian Endeavor
body—hands, feet, eyes and ears, as the
natural heart sends its blood to every
organ.
This heart of Christian Endeavor
leads us to do right as children aud
parents, as wives and husbands, as
The Best Pills Ever Sold.
It enables us
masters and servants.
“After doctoring 15 years for chronic
to “continue in prayer,” to season our
indigestion, and spending over two hungracious speech “with salt,” to “do all dred dollars, nothing has done me as
in the name of the Lord Jesus.” And much good as Dr. King’s New Life Pills.
I consider them the best pills ever sold;”
tho blessed result Is that the “peace of
writes B. F. Ayscue, of Ingleside, N. C.
God rules in our hearts,” and we are Sold under guarantee
at E. G. Moose’s
“thankful.”—Rev. Dr. Francis E. Clark. drug store. 26c.

alterations made

on

her

Gott

Hebron academy Friday. Charles Holmes, also a Hebron student, came home last week.
June 20.
X. Y. Z.
olet

June 10,1908.
Dear Mutuals:
I greet you this lovely June^day. Isn’t it
great to be alive these ^days, even if a body
has to 6it down and rest while washing the
dishes? I’ve been ill three times this spring,
and I get strong slowly.^That'isn’t all; ’tis
quite costly to be^sick; medicine and Drs.
cost, and then when one has been at it for
some time, it gets to
be an fold story and
callers are few; people, "especially the busy
ones, let the sick ones get better and crawl
out to see them.
Never mind. I’ve lots^of flowers started, two
rare begonias and a gloxinia among them,
which I'm watching grow with great pleasure.
Then we’ve a tramp dog, which came to us, and
he gets on the lounge with me when I’m resting, and we talk; that helps some. And we
have such a playful kitten, and then I’ve a
grandson here that can sweep, take steps and
talk like a house a-fire, so I guess I'm well
fixed, after all.
Ourcolumnis fine: I enjoy it more and more.
Am so glad of every new one added to the clan,
and when the old stand-bys like Sister B, Dell
and Grandma G. write, why ’tis like a lovely
call from them. And “Meb”, I do believe she
has found her a John aud won’t confess. Did
you mind in her last letter she said “we” and
"we” again. That set me to thinking, and
since I’ve heard in a roundabout way that
she had changed her name. Now, Meb, tell
us all how ‘tis, please.fand besides, give us a
long letter about the new home.
Now about the reunion; have it where and
when you will, it will suit us and we will try
to be there.
I am in favor of meeting at
Dell’s if we can’t have the Wyman cottage.
It would be too far for. the Bluehill folks at
Aunt Jana's; ’tis forty miles from Bluehill to
Bangor. If one went by horse power they'd
be all day on the road, and the trains are far
from Bluehill. Let everyone speak right up,
while the days are long, see!
Now about apple pies. This time of year
when the apples are getting tasteless. I put iu
quite a pinch of cream tartar to a pie and the
flavor is improved. Then, for flavoring for
the pie,* spoonful or two of berry juice gives
them a fine taste, we think.
Last Sunday we had memorial services at
Carter's schoolhouse at the yard called Granite cemetery, and I tell you it was a fine time.
The band played a good many pieces, there

some

came

home

vitation to meet with Arbutus grange
the Pomona grange meets that day.

from

visiting
S.

of

Passadumkeag, is

S. Dolliver’s.

at S.

Newman has sold
to G. H. Gilley.

W.

h<is

horse,

1

Beelzebub,
Miss
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Monhegan,
for the

Fernald

where she

has

has

gone

to

employment

on one

|

you will

EAST BLUEHILL.
East

nearest

\

H. Norwood left Wednesday for
to Seal Islands.

fishing trip

Miss Lillian Rich, who has been attend
ing school at Bucksport, is home.

Jane 18.

Kin.

Consumptives Made Comfortable.
Foley’s Honey and Tar has cured many
of incipient consumption and even in
the advanced stages affords comfort, and relief. Refuse any but the genuine Foley’s
Honey and Tar.—G, A. Parens*.
cases

to.

The heat from the

agency.

Company

of New York

linear par ated)

TREMONT.

enjoyed.

this it

Standard OU

Reginald King.

The ladies’ aid society met with Mrs
Charles B. Stanley at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. Leslie J. Rich. Refreshments were served.
A good time was

why

housefurnishing and gives
or
clear, powerful light more agreeable than
electricity. Safe everywhere and always. Made
the
for
of brass finely nickel plated—just the thing
living-room. If not with your dealer, write our

the primary room, will return
for the fall term, but Miss Thresa McGee,
of the grammar room, will not. The
graduating exercises of the senior class of
Manset grammar school were held with
those of the Freeman school. The graduates from Manset were Lula Newman, M.
Blanche Dolliver, Blanche Staples, Florence
Parker, Pauline King, Mary Bennett, Dora
L irvey, Harold and Andrew Bennett and

William Wallace and wife, of Lamoine,
spent a few days last week with Mr.
Wallace’s brother George.

tee

a

McGee, of

Charles

heat at once, and maintains it until turned out
—that too, without overIf you examine the

TheJ5&yi)Lamp

candidate.

Schools closed Friday, after successful
in both rooms.
Miss Elizabeth

a

this

range without its discomfort. Ask your dealer about
this stove—if not with him, write our nearest agency.

terms

Mad.

as

working

chimney of the *'New Perfection" it enetntrated
under the kettle end not diaeipated through the room
by radiation. Thut it doea the work of the coal

Bluehill grange held its regular
Mrs. Alice Moore is at home for a vaca- | meeting Saturday evening, June 20, with
tion from Bangor, where she is nursing in only thirty members and one visitor pressent. It was decided to observe children's
the home for aged women.
at the next meeting.
Children will
! Bessie Moore, is at home from Higgins night
! classical institute for her vacation; also
her sister, Miss Grace Morris, from BostonS

June 15.

room.

a

Wick Blue Flame Oil Cook-Stove

■

1

the

Gives

NEW POFECTION

as

Matrons, night was observed in John
Dority grange June 19. The ladies took
their stations and gave the third and
fourth degrees to two candidates—Mrs.
Bertha Bean and Miss Mina Urann.
!
gentlemen deftly served the lunch and
furnished the program.
At the meeting
June 26 the first two degrees will be conferred

summer.

Andrew P. Haynes and wife, of Lynn,
Mass., are visiting Mr. Haynes’ mother,
Mrs. Sarah Haynes.

heating

JOHN DORITY, SULLIVAN.

MANSET.

Twaddelle,

Arthur

m.ide
Rosalixl

\v-re

meeting

Monday, July

_

True wisdom comes by practice of the great
truth that thy brother and thyself are one.—
Budaha.

HOME.
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know of many other
Doan's Kidney Pills

no
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OWN YOUR OWN

the best condition. I
people who have used
with just as satisfacI obtained.”
me

PAY

^

when you can borrow on
your
shares, {five a first mart jape and
reduce it every mouth? Moothlv
merits
mm)
pav
Interest tiwtiier
will amount to hut lutlr more
than yon are now paying for
rent, and In about ten years you

only cured the backache and

on

open. Share*. SI earl,
menfs. 91 per share,

now

WHY

corrected the action of the kidneys, but
they built roe up in every way. I have
used them

if

A NEW SERIES
<•

an

1 began to take Doan's Kidney Pills and
me almost immediate relief.

They

earn

EM Loan aid Bulunsi

In 1903 I

underwent

v--r. A to,.

ts what your money will
invested In shares of the

they brought

16.

was perfect.
It j
was a big crowd and the day
MARIAVILLE.
seemed a good deal like a big picnic.
Mariaville grange met June 20, with a
See how I go from pies to picnic: guess ’tis
The literary program
time I got out and put plaster and lime ou my good attendance.
all.
Laura Lally has
was enjoyed bv
asters to keep the black fleas away.
Oh. yes. I’ve been out and spent the day ( been elected lecturer, and will be installed
with Brenda in her new home. ’Tis a very I at the next
regular meeting.
pleasant home right beside the river, and the
rooms are very handy to keep house in. If any
LAKE VIEW’, HAPPYTOWN.
of the M. B.’s happen to be in Buckaport vilThe regular meeting of Lake Viewlage she’d be very glad of a call front them
was held Saturday, and was well
Now I’ll say good day. May you all enjoy the grange
j attended. It was voted that at the next
summer, especially this lovely June.
Aunt Mabia.
regular meeting the gentlemen should fill
the chairs and furnish the entertainment.

for

•*

6

able, could not regain my strength. The
medicine I used failed to do me any good.

1

on

heme from the

been

operation.

worked

letterinconfldenoeandadviscyou on three candidates at the next regular
free. No woman ever regretted
meeting July 2. A harvest supper will be
writing her, and ltecuu.se of her served.
Each member is requested to
vast experience she has helped
thousands. Address, Lynn, Mass. furnish food. Children's night will be
observed
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The perfect way is to cure the kidneys.
A bad back means sick kidneys.

short

to

All

backache,

one way
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After

Steamer leaves Boston at
^t, m.
! for KockUpd.
weekday®
Leave Kooklaiul at &..30 a m or on
steamer from Hotton.
r%,°<
I
for Bar Harbor ami
la
Bluehlil, via
i.t

The Perfect Way.

dnesday, June 10. Gne candidate
instruct.-d in Ibe first and second

sion \\

Mrs. Sallie French, of Paucaunla,
Ind. Ter., writes to Mrs. Pinkham:

I* Boiioq,

WmiKNlM,

HAEBOBAIDK, SOUTH BROOKSVI1XE.
Harborside grange met in regular ses-

t||-»

Mtl«L

in all lines of

trade,

and manufac-

increase the list of employes who shall have
preferred claims for wages under the bankRECENT REPUBLICAN LEGISLATION.
ruptcy laws; to adopt a child labor statute for
Since the election of William McKinley in the District of Columbia; to direct an investithe
national
at
As adopted
1898 the people of thia country have felt anew gation into the condition of working women
and children, and later, of employes of telethe wisdom of entrusting to the republican
CONVENTION IN CHICAGO.
and telegraph companies engaged in
party, through decisive majorities, the con- phone
interstate business; to appropriate $180,000 at
trol and direction of national legislation.
the
recent
session of Congress in order to seWILL
OLD
PARTY
The many wise and progressive measures
WHAT THE GRAND
cure a thorough inquiry into the causes of
adopted at recent sessions of Congress have
IN THE COMING PRESIFOR
STAND
demonstrated the patriotic resolve of repub- catastrophes and loss of life in the mines;
and to amend and strengthen the law prohibDENTIAL CAMPAION.
lican leadership in the legislative department
to keep step in the forward march toward iting the importation of contract labor, will be
pursued in every legitimate direction within
Following is the full text of the plat- belter government.
federal authority to lighten the burdens and
Notwithstanding the indefensible filibusterat the republican national
adopted
form
increase the opportunity for happiness and
ing of a democratic minority in the House of
advancement of all who toil.
oonventional in Chicago laet week:
Representatives during the last session, many
in national
The republican party jecogftizes the special
tbe
republican
party,
more
Once
wholesome and progressive laws were enthe
needs of wage workers generally, for their
acted and we especially commend the pasconvention assembled, submits its cause to
well being means the well being ol all. But
This great historic organization,
people.
sage of the emergency currency bill; the apthe Union.
more important than all other considerations
that destroyed slavery, preserved
pointment of the national nionetary commisthe
national
doextended
is
that of good citizenship, and we especially
re!,tori*d credit,
sion; the employers and government liability,
sound financial system,
stand for the needs of every American whatmain. established a
laws; the measures for the greater efficiency
developed the industries and resources of the of the army and navy; the widows’ pension ever his occupation in his capacity as a selfnation her sent of
citizen.
country and gave to the
bill; the child-labor law for the District of respecting
of the world, now meets
honor in the councils
COURT PROCEDURE.
Columbia; the new statutes for the safety of
of
with
the
government
the new problems
railroad engineers and firemen, and many
The republican party will uphold at all
with
it
and
which
courage
capacity
same
other acts conserving the public welfare.
times the authority and integrity of the
solved the old.
courts, state and federal, and will ever insist
THE TARIFF.

REPUBLICAN

ftOOSBVPLT**

platform

ADMINISTRATION.

In this, the greatest era of American advancement, the republican party has reached
its highest service under the leadership of
Theodore Roosevelt. His administration is
In no other
an epoch in American history.
period since national soverignity was won
or
under LinWashington
preserved
unrfer
coln. has there been such mighty progress in
those ideals of government which make for
justice, equality and fair dealing among meu.
The highest aspirations of the American
people have found a voice. Their most exalted servant represents the best aims and
worthiest purposes of all his countrymen.
American manhood has been lifed «o a nobler
Conscience
sense of duty and obligations.
and courage in public station and higher
standards of right and wrong in private life
have become cardinal principles of political
faith; capital and labor have been brought
into closer relations of confidence and interdependence, and the business of wealth, the
tyranuy of power and all the evils of privilege and favoritism have been put to scorn by
the simple, manly virtues of justice and fair-

play.
The great accomplishments ofj President
Roosevelt have been, first and foremost, a
brave and impartial enforcement of the law:
the prosecution of illegal trusts and monopolies; tbe exposure and punishment of evildoers in the public service: the more effective
regulation of the rates and service of the
great transportation lines; the complete overthrow of preferences; rebates and discriminations; the arbitration of labor disputes;
the amelioration of the condition of wageworkers everywhere; the conservation of the
national resources of the country; the forward step in the improvement of the inland
waterways, and always the earnest suppoit
and defense of every wholesome safeguard
which has made more secure the guaranties
of life, liberty and property.
These are the achievements that will make
for Theodore Roosevelt his place in history,
but more than all el se the great things he has
done will be an inspiration to those who have
yet greater things to do. We declare our unfaltering adherence to the policies thus
inaugurated and pledge their continuance
under a republican administration of the

government.
■QUALITY

09 OPPOETUSCITY.

Under the guidance of republican principle* the American people have become the
richest nation in the world. Our wealth today exceeds that of England and all her colonies. and that of France and Germany combined. When the republican party was born
the total wealth of the country was $16,000,000,000. It has leaped to $110,000,000,000 in a
generation, while Great Britain has gathered
but $60,000,000,000 in 500 years.
The United States now owns one-fourth of
the world’s wealth and makes one-third of all
modem manufactured products. In the great
necessities of civilization, such as coal, the
motive power of all activity; iron, the chief
basis of all industry; cotton, the staple
foundation of all fabrics; wheat, corn and all
the agricultural products that feed mankind,
America's supremacy is undisputed. And yet
her great natural wealth has been scarcely
touched. We have a vast domain of 3,000,000
square miles, literally bursting with latent
treasures, still awsiting the magic of capital
and industry to be converted to practical uses
of mankind; a country rich in soil aud
climate and in the unharnessed energy of its
rivers aud in all the varied products of the
field, the forest aud the factory.
With gratitude for God’s bounty, with pride
in the splendid productiveness of the past
aud with confidence in the plenty and pros-

perity of the future, the republican party
declares for the principle that in the development and enjoyment of wealth so great and
blessings so benign, there shall be equal
opportunity for all.
REVIVAL OF BUSINESS.

clearly demonstrates the sound
basis upon w hich our commercial, industrial
and agricultural interests are founded, aud
the necessity of promoting their continued
welfare through the operation of republican
policies, as the recent safe passage of the
American people through a financial disturbance which, if appear! <g in the midst of democratic rule or the menace of it, might have
equalled the familiar democratic panics of the
We congratulate the people upon this
Nothing

commerce

turing.

so

past.

renewed evidence of American supremacy,
aud hail with confidence the signs now of a
complete restoration of business prosperity

aoBcittsmims.

The republican party declares unequivocally for a revision of the tariff by a special
sessson of Congress immediately following
the inauguration of the next President, and
commends the steps already taken to this end
in the work assigned to the appropriate committees of Congess which are now investigating the operation and effect of existing
schedules.
In all tariff legislation the true principle of
protection is best maintained by the imposition of such duties as will equal the difference
between the cost of production at lipnie and
abroad, together with a reasonable profit to
American industries. We favor the establishment of maximum and minimum rates to be
administered by the President under limitations fixed in the law. the maximum to be
available to meet discriminations by foreign
countries against American goods entering
their markets, and the minimum to represent
the normal measure of protection at home;
the aim and purpose of the republican policy
being not only to preserve, without excessive
duties, that security against foreign competition to which American manufacturers, farmers and producers are entitled, but also to
maintain the high standard of living of the
wage earners of this country who are the
most direct beneficiaries of the productive
system. Between the United .States and the
Philippines we believe in a free interchange
of products with such limitations as to sugar
aud tobacco as will afford adequa.e protection
to domestic interests.
CURRENCY.

We

the
measures
approve
emergency
adopted by the government during the recent
financial disturbance, and especially commend the passage by Congress at the last session of the law designed to protect the country from a repetition of such stringency. The
republican party is committed to the development of a permanent currency system, responding to our greater needs, and the appointment of the national monetary commission by the present Congress which will impartially investigate all proposed methods
insures the early realization of this purpose.
The present currency laws have fully justified their adoption, but an expanding commerce, a marvelous growth in wealth and
population multiplying the centres of distribution, increasing the demand for the moveand South, and enment of crops in the
tailing periodic changes in monetary conditions, disclose (he need of a more elastic and
adaptable system. Such a system must meet
the requirements of agriculturalists, manufacturers, merchants and business men generally, must be automatic in operation, minimizing the fluctuations in interest rates, and
above all must be in harmony with that republican doctrine which insists that every
dollar 9hall be based upon, and as good as

gold.
POSTAL 8AV1NOS.

We favor the establishment of a postal savings bank system for the convenience of the
people and the encouragemeut of thrift.
TRUSTS.

The republican party passed the Sherman
anti-trust law over democratic opposition
and enforced it after democratic dereliction.
It has been a wholesome instrument for good
in the hands of a wise and fearless administration. But experience has shown that its
effectiveness can be strengthened and its real
objects better attained by such amendments
as will give to the federal government greyer
supervision and control over, and secure
greater publicity in. the management of that
class of corporations engaged in interstate
commerce having power aud opportunity to
effect monopolies.
RAILROADS.

We approve the enactment of the railroad
rate law and the vigorous enforcement by the
present administration of the statutes against
rebates aud discriminations, as a result of
which the advantages formerly possessed by
the large shipper over the small shipper have
substantially disappeared, and in this connection we recommend the appropriation by
the present Congress to enab’e the interstate
commerce commission to thoroughly investigate and give publicity to the accounts of interstate railroads.
We believe, however, that the interstate
commerce law should be further amended so
us to give railroads the right to make and
publish traffic agreements, subject to the
approval of the commission, but maintaining
always the principle of competition between
naturally competing lines and avoiding the
common control of such lines by any means
whatsoever. We favor such national legislation and supervision as will prevent the
future over-issue cf stocks and bonds by
interstate carriers.
RAILROAD AND GOVERNMENT EMPLOYES.

The enactmeut in constitutional form at the
present session of Congress of the employers’
liability law; the passage and enforcement of
the safety appliance statutes, as well as the
additional protection secured for engineers
aud firemen; the reduction in the hours of
labor of trainmen and railroad telegraphers;
the successful exercise of the powers of
mediation and arbitration between interstate
railroads and their employes, and the law
making a beginning in the policy of compensation for injured employes of the goverumeut, are among the moat commendable
accomplishments of the present administration.
But there is further work in this direction
yet to be done and the republican party
pledges its continued devotion to every cause
lhat makes for safety and the betterment of
conditions among those whose labor contribof
utes so much to the progress and welfare
the country.

WAGE EARNERS.

The same wise policy which has induced the
to
republican party to maintain protection
American labor; to establish au eight-hour
to
day in the construction of all public works,
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Mrs. S. Joyce, Claremont, N. H., writes:
“About a year ago I bought two bottles of
of a
Foley’s Kidney Remedy. It cured me
severe case of kidney trouble of several years
medistanding. It certainly is a grand, good
It/—u .A.
cine, and I heartily recommend
Parches.

that their powers to enforce their process and
to protect life, liberty and
property shall be
preserved inviolate.
We believe, however,
that the rules of procedure in the federal
courts with respect to the issuance of the
writ of injunction should be more accurately
defined by statute, and that no injunction or
temporary restraining order should be issued
without notice, except where irreparable injury would result from delay, in which case a
speedy hearing thereafter should be granted
THE FARMER.

Among those whose welfare is as vital to
the welfare of the whole country as is that of
the wage earner, is the American farmer.
The prosperity of the country rests peculiarly
upon the prosperity of agrigculture. The republican party during the last twelve year3
has accomplished extraordinary work in
bringing the resources of the national government to the aid of the farmer, not only in
advancing agriculture itself, but in increasing the conveniences of rural life. Free rural
mail delivery has been established; it now
reaches millions of our citizens and we favor
its extension until every community in the
land receives the full benefits of the postal
service.
We recognize the social and economic advantages of good country roads, maintained
more and more largely at public 'expense and
less and less at the expense of the abutting
owners.
In this work we commend the growing practice of state aid, and we approve the
efforts of the national£agricultural department by experiments and otherwise to make
clear to the public the best methods of road
construction.
RIGHTS FOR THE NEGRO.

The republican patty has been for more
than fifty years the consistent friend of the
negro. It gave him freedom and citizenship.
It wrote into the organic law the declarations
that proclaim his civil and political rights,
and it believes to-day that his noteworthy progress in intelligence, industry and good citizenship has earned the respect and encourWe demand equal
agement of the nation.
justice for all men. without regard to race or
color; we declare again and without reservation, for the enforcement in letter and spirit
of the thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth
amendments of the constitution which were
designed for the protection and advancement
of the negro, and we condemn all devices that
have tor their real aim his disfranchisement
for reasons of color alone, as unfair, unAmerican and repugnant to the supreme law
of the land.
NATURAL RESOURCES.

We endorse the movement inaugurated by
the administration for the conservation of
natural resources; we approve all measures
to prevent the waste of timber; we commend
the work now going on for the reclamation of
arid lands, and reaffirm the republican policy
of the free distribution of the available areas
of the public domain to the landless settler.
No obligation of the future is more insistent
and none will result in more blessings to posterity. In line with this splendid undertaking is the further duty, equally imperative, to
enter upon a systematic improvement upon a
large and comprehensive plan just to all portions of the country, of .the waterways, harbors and great lakes, whose natural adaptability to the increasing traffic of the laud, is
one of the greatest gifts of a benign Providence.
ARMY AND NAVY.

The present Congress passed many commendable acts increasing the efficiency of the
army aud navy; making the militia of the
states an integral part of the national establishment; authorizing joint manoeuvres of
army and militia; fortifying new naval bases
and completing the construction of coaling
stations; instituting a female nurse corps for
naval hospitals and ships, and adding two
new battleships, ten torpedo boat destroyers,
three steam colliers and eight submarines to

strength of the navy.
Although at peace with all the world, aud

the

in the consciousness that the American
people do not desire and will not provoke a
we nevertheless
war with any other country,
declare our unalterable devotion to a policy
that will keep this republic ready at all times
to defend her traditional doctrines and assure
secure

her appropriate part in promoting permanent
tranquility among the nations.
PROTECTION OF AMERICAN CITIZENS.

We commend the vigorous efforts made by
the administration to protect American citizens iu foreign lands, and|pledge ourselves to
insist upon the just and equal protection of
all our citizens abroad. It is the unquestioned duty of the government to procure for
all citizens, without distinction, the rights of
travel and sojourn in friendly countries, and
all proper
we declare ourselves|in favor of
efforts tending to that end.
EXTENSION OF FOREIGN COMMERCE.

Under the administration of the republican
commerce of the United
States has experienced^ remarkable growth,
until it has a present annual valuation of
approximately #3,000,000,000 and gives employment to a vast amount of labor and capital
which would otherwise be idle. It has inaugurated, through the recent visit of the secrea
tary of state to South America and Mexico,
new era of
pan-American commerce and
into
closer
touch
us
comity which i* bringing
with our twenty sister American republics,
having a common historical heritage, a republican form of government and offering us a
limitless field of legitimate commercial ex-

party the foreign

pansion.
ARBITRATION AND THE HAGUE TREATIES.

conspicuous contributions of American
statesmanship to the great cause of international peace, so signally advanced in The
The

an occasion for
are
conferences,
just pride and gratification. At the last sesUnited States,
the
of
Senate
of
the
sion

Hague

Mrs. S. L. Bowen, of Wayne. W. Va., writes:
“I was a sufferer from kidney disease, so that
at times I could not get out of bed, and when
I took
I did I could not stand straight.
Polev’s Kidney Remedy. One dollar bottle
and part of the second cured me entirely.”
Foley’s Kidney Remedy worksQ. wonders
A. Parwhere others are a total failure.
CHEK.

V
party and its chief opponent, which make
KITTKRY TO CARIBOU.
worthy aud the other unworthy of
Fire in the store of Fogg & My rick, harpublic trust.
lu history the difference between democracy ness and leather goods, Lewiston, Tuesday
aud republicanism is that the one stood for
night of last week, caused fl8,000 damage.
debased currency, the other for honest curSeventeen cows were burned in a Ore
rency; the one for free silver, the other for
sound money; the one for free trade, the other which destroyed Qeorge Batchelder’s tarns
for protection; the one for the contraction of at Oldtown Saturday night. The loss in

eleven Hague conventions were ratified, establishing the rights of neutrals, laws of
war ou land, restriction of submarine mines,
limiting the use of force for the collection of
contractual debts, governing the opening of
hostilities, extending the application of
Geneva principles and, in many ways, lessening the evils of war and promoting the peace-

can

the

ful settlement of international controversies.
At the same session twelve arbitration conventions with great nations were confirmed,
and extradition, boundary and naturalization
treaties of supreifie importance were ratified.
We endorse such achievements as the highest

one

united in the desire to maintain the

ences,

ing.
The American government, in republican
hands, has freed Cuba, given peace and protection to Porto Rico and the Philippines under our Hag, and begun the construction of
the Panama canal. The present conditions in
Cuba vindicate the wisdom of maintaining
between that republic and this, unperishable
bids of mutual interest, and the hope is now
expressed that the Cuban people will soon
again be ready to assume complete sovereignty over their land.
In Porto Rico the govornment of the United
States is meeting patriotic support; order and
prosperity prevail and the well being of the
people is in every respect.promoted and conserved. We believe that the native inhabitants of Porto Rico should be at once collectively made citizens of the United States and j
that all others properly qualified under existing laws, residing in said island, should have
the privilege of becoming naturalized.
In the Philippines insurrection has been
suppressed, law is established and life and
property are made secure. Education and
practical experience are there advancing the
capacity of people for government, and the
policies of Mr. McKinley and Roosevelt are
leading the inhabitants step by step to an
ever-increasing measure of home rule.
Time has justified the selection or the
Panama route for the great isthmian canal
and events have shown the wisdom of securing authority over the zone through which it
is to be built. The work is now progressing
with a rapidity far beyond expectation, and
already the lealization of the hopes of centuries has come within the vision of near
future.
AND ARIZONA.

We favor the immediate admission of the
territories of New Mexico and Arizona as
separate states in the Union.
CENTENARY OF THE BIRTH OF LINCOLN.

February 12,1909, will be the 100th anniversary of ^he birth of Abraham Lincoln, au immortal spirit whose fame has brightened with
the receding years and whose name stands
among the first of those given to the world by
the great republic. We recommend that this
centennial anniversary be celebrated throughout the confines of the nation by all the people
thereof; and especially by the public schools
as an exercise to stir the patriotism of the
youth of the land.
DEMOCRATIC

vire

secure

the achievements of

a

greater America.

Rural

in

lishment

the wholesale and retail estabof Loring, Short A Harmon,

Portland, Friday night, spread rapidly
through that building, totally destroying
everything in it and causing an extensive
damage to the stocks of other concerns by
smoke and water.
The loss is estimated
at $200,000. Besides the loss to the goods
in the Lancaster building, occupied by
Loring, Short & Harmon, Haskell A Jones
and others, there was a considerable loss
by smoke to other concerns on the street.
Together with the three previous big
tires, the city hall, Milliken, Cousens A
Co., and George A. Young, the fire losses
in Portland for six months will exceed

$2,000,000.
You Should Know This.

Foley’s Kidney Remedy will cure any case
kidney or bladder trouble that is not bethe reach of medicine. No medicine
yond
i can do more.—G. A. Pabcher.
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policies, perpetuate the blessings and make

CUBA, PORTO RICO, PHILIPPINES.

f5,000.

James Ames, aged eighty-two years, of
Richmond, was instantly killed on the
railroad Friday. Mr. Ames, who was deaf,
stepped on the track directly in front of a
train.

dicated all.

duty a people can perform, and proclaim the I In experience, the difference between deobligation of further strengthening the bonds mocracy and republicanism is that one means
of friendship and good will with all nations adversity, while the other means
prosperity;
of the world.
one means low wages, the other means
high:
MERCHANT MARINE.
one means doubt and debt, the other means
We adhere to the republican doctrine of confidence and thrift.
In principle the difference between democencouragement to American shipping, and
urge such legislation as will revive the mer- racy and republicanism is that one stands for
chant marine prestige of the country, so es- vacillation and timidity in government, the
sential to national defense, the enlargement other for strength and purpose; one stands
of foreign trade and the industrial pros- for obstruction, the other for construction;
one promises, the other performs; one finds
perity of our own people.
fault, and the other fiuds work.
VETERANS OF THE WARS.
The present tendencies of the two parties
Another republican policy which must be are even more
marked by inherent differmaintained is that of generous provision for ences. The trend of
democracy is toward sothose who have fought the country’s battles,
cialism, while the republican party stands
and for the widows and orphans of those who for wise and
regulated individualism. Sohave fallen.
We commend the increase in cialism would
destroy wealth; republicanism
the widows’ pensions made by the present would
prevent its abuse. Socialism would
Cougress and declare for a liberal adminis- give to each an equal right to take;
republitration of al! pension laws, to the end that canism would
give to each an equal right to
the people’s gratitude may grow deeper as earn. Socialism would offer an
equality of
the memories of heroic sacrifice grow more
possession which would soon leave no one
sacred with the passing years.
anything to possess; republicanism would
CIVIL SERVICE.
give equality of opportunity which would assure to each his share of a constantly inWe reaffirm our declarations that the civil
In line with
service laws enacted, extended and enforced creasing sum of possessions.
this tendency the democratic party of to-day
by the republican party, shall continue to be
believes
in
while the
government
ownership,
maintained and obeyed.
republican party believes in government
PUBLIC HEALTH.
regulation.
Ultimately democracy would
We commend the efforts designed to secure have the people own the nation.
greater efficiency in national public health
Upon this platform of principles and puragencies and favor such legislation as will poses, reaflfiming our adherence to every reeffect this purpose.
publican doctrine proclaimed since the birth
of the party, we go before the country asking
BUREAU OF MINES AND MINING.
the support not only of those who have acted
In the interest of the great mineral induswith us heretofore, but all of our fellow cititries of our country, we earnestly favor the
establishment of a bureau of mines and min- zens, who, regardlef.s of past political differ-

NEW' MEXICO

estimated at

American influence, the other for its expansion; the one has been forced to abandon
every position taken on the great issues
before the people, the other has held and vin-

1

E. G. MOORE DECLARES THAT HEM-ROID
WILL CURE ANV CASE OP PILES.
By authority of Dr. J. 8. Leonhardt, B.
O. Moore guarantees that-Hem-Roid, an
internal tablet remedy, will cure any kind
of piles, no matter how bad.
Dr. Leonhardt is the celebrated specialist who discovered that the cause of
piles is internal, and in giving his remedy
to the public, said:
“Hem-Roid will be
sold only under a guarantee that it will
cure any case.”
$1 for 24 days’ treatment. Dr. Leonhardt Co., Station B., Buffalo, N. Y., prop.
Write for booklet.
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which residents of rural
districts may be connected with the
Rural Exchanges of the New England
Telephone and Telegraph Company.
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plan by

Inquire
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England Company’s system,
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INCAPACITY.

We call the attention of the American
people to the fact that none of the great measures advocated by the republican party could
be enacted and none of the steps forward here ;
proposed could be taken under a democratic
administration or under one in which party i
responsibility is divided. The continuance of
present policies. therefore, absolutely requires the continuance in power of that party
which believes in them and which possesses
the capacity to put them into operation.
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DEMOCRACY VS. REPUBLICANISM.

KINEO RANGES

Beyond all platform declarations there are
fundamental differences between the republi-
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has the widest acquaintance with the nation's
needs without and within and the broadest
sympathies with all our citizens.
He would be as emphatically a President of
the plain people as Lincoln, yet not Lincoln
himself would be freer from the least taint of

may be interesting to some of
your readers.
This State, entitled to representation by
twelve delegates and a like number of
fully represented, the
alternates, was

or
demagogy, the least tendency to arouse
appeal to class hatred of any kind.
He has a peculiar and intimate knowledge
of and sympathy with the needs of all our
of
people—of the farmer, of the wage worker,
the business man. of the property owner. No
social
or
man's
a
occupation
matter what
position, no matter what his creed, his color

delegates who were
places
absence being tilled by their alternates,
and their places taken by citizens of the
State, who Joined the party which left
Boston at 1.45 p. m. on Saturday, June 13,
arriving at Chicago early the next evening, making the trip of 1,035 miles in
about twenty-eight hours.
On the way an organization was formed,
and committee appointments were assigned. A canvass of the delegates quickly
showed that they were unanimous in
their choice for Taft, with a natural preference for Qov. Guild for second place.
Soon after leaving Boston each delegate
was presented with a silk American flag,
mounted on a pole about six feet long, the
gift of a flag manufacturer in Connecticut, and upon arrival at Chicago they
formed in procession and marched from
the Michigan Central station to the auditorium, each carrying his flag, with Mr.
Moulton, of Portland, the mascot of the
party, who tips the scales at 443 pounds, in
the lead with the State flag, which had been
brought with the party. This procession
of the two

the section of the country from which he
man
comes, if he is an honest, hard-working
who tried to do his duty toward his neighbor
and toward the country, he can rest assured
that he will have in Mr. Taft the most upright
and the most fearless of
of
or

Republican State Convention

A

WILL BE HELD IN THE

Auditorium, Bangor,

1908,

June 30,

Tuesday,

O'CLOCK P. M.,
for the purpose of nominating candidates for
Governor and State Auditor to be supported
at the September election, and transacting
business that may properly come
any other
before it.
► The basis of representation will be as follows: Each city, town and plantation will
be entitled to one delegate: and for each 75
votes cast for the republican candidate for
Governor in 1906. an additional delegate: and
for a fraction of 40 votes in excess of 75 votes,
Vacancies in
a further additional delegate.
the delegation of any city, town or plantation
can only be filled by residents of the county
in which the vacancy exists.
The State committee will be in session in
the anteroom of the Auditorium at 1 o’clock
of the day of the convention, for the purpose
of receiving credentials of delegates. In order to be eligible to participate in the convention, delegates must be elected subsequent to
date of the call for this convention.
All electors of Maine, whatever their political affiliations may have been, who believe In
the ’eneral principles and policy of the republican party and desire its success at the
polls in the coming election in this State, are
cordially invited to unite under this call in
electing delegates to the convention.
Per order. Republican 8tate Committee.
Srth M. Carter, Chairman.
Byron Boyd. Secretary.
Lewiston. May 9,1908.
AT

2

REPUBLICAN NOMINEES.
NATIONAL ELECTION,

NOV. 3, 1908.

Mr. Taft stands agaiust privilege, and be
stands pre-eminently for the broad principles
of American citizenship, which lie at the
foundation of our national well-being.

Friday presented his resignation to take effect June 30, and it
was announced at the White House
that Luke E. Wright, of Tennessee,
will be appointed secretary of war to
Sec. Taft

succeed him.
GOSSIP.
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The

first

secretary and treasurer.
The democrats of the class

FOE VICE-PRESIDENT,

Lamoine and

(Third District)
EDWIN C. BURLEIGH, of Augusta.
COUNTY TICKET.
For Senators,
WILLIAM A. WALKER, of Castine.
LUERE B. DEASY, of Eden.
For Sheriff,
FORREST O. BILSBY, of Amherst.
For Register of Probate,
TIMOTHY F. MAHONEY, of Ellsworth.
For County Commissioner.
MELVILLE L. ALLEN, of Mt. Desert.
For County Attorney,
WILEY C. CONARY, of Bucksport.
For County Treasurer,
ROBERT B. HOLMES, of Ellsworth.

Brooksville.

unable to

Of the great

mass
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President Roosevelt

people.
on

opportunity to
gave me the
their work at close range, and I want
express in this public way my hearty

terday
see

to

appreciation of their efforts.
As citizens we should be proud of them;
and they certainly deserve the best that

upon receiving news
•f the nomination of Secretary Taft
r lor the
presidency, President Roose-

Immediately

velt said:

L

I feel that the

country is indeed to be

con-

gratnlated upon the nomination of Mr. Taft,
have known him intimately for many years
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Bank Deposits,
11.034,32

52^
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ti.aa.m34
John A. Petkrs. President.
L. M.
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Henry W. Cushman. Vlce-Pres't. and
Moon*, Assistant Treasurer.

Treasurer

DIRECTOR*:

Eugene Hale,

William F. Campbell,
Dr Fred A. Chandler.

Henry W.Cushm »n
Alfred B. Crabtree.
I-iiclllua A. Emery,
John R Graham,
Myer Gallert.
Henry H. Gray,

Republican

Nominees.
national convention at Chicago last
week nominated William H. Taft, of Ohio,
for President, and James S. Sherman, of
New York, for vice-president. Both were
nominated on the first ballot. The vote
for Taft was 702 to 276 for all other candidates, and that for Sherman was 816 to 163

*

Albert E. Maw
Frank C. Nash
John A. Peters'
Blau M. Pike
Henry W. Sargent
Elmer P. spodorf
John 0. Whltnev
1

W. A. Harey.
Frank L. Hodgkins,
Barney B Have).
1- Klrie Holmes.
Arno W. King.
Ellas P. Lawre me,
Edwin G. Merrill,

USE JUDGMENT AND DISCRETION
in choosing your bank, just as in any other matter.
The surplus of a bank is one of the main points for
you to consider—it's your safeguard; then the management. whether it is progressive, yet conservative. A
large surplus and progressive yet conservative
management combined with fair and courteous treatment, are the inducements we offer you to use this
bank for the depositary of your funds.

for all others.
WILLIAM

H.

TAFT.

William Howard Taft was born in CinHe was
cinnati, O., on Sept. 15, 1857.
sprung from typical New England stock.
His first paternal ancestor in this country
was Robert Taft, a housewright, who settled in Menton, Mass., in 1669, and from
that time down through the civil war the
Tafts have been prominent in Massachu-

EASTERN TRUST & BANKING CO.
MAINE.

BANGOR,

setts.

Young Taft

went to

Yale, graduating

at

his term

from

are

est

worthy of our best support and heartiVery truly yours,
sympathy.

reply.

“I

am

pleased

to

hear

it,”

To the Voters.
Amherst, Me., June 22,1906.
To the Voters of Hancock County:
That my position may be understood by
every voter, I publicly make the following

as

she

has shown that he can go alone. The great
things he has done in this world have been
done at the desk. He is “no orator as Brutus
is”. He will say little and do muchTne times demand not a
man
bearing
promises of new things, but a man who can
finish the things begun. Such a man is Taft,
a hewer of wood, who has no ambition to link
his name with new measures, but who, with a
steady hand, and a heart always kind and a,
mind always generously just, can clean off the ;
desk.

them, almost two hours of which
consumed

methods of
Wisconsin.

;

selfish

man,

Taft.

He

can

j

being

LAMOINE.

chairman of the

in

Miss Olive Coolidge is visiting friends
Ellsworth.
Eben Googins and wife are the first of

!

and

!

many friends of Elihu Hamor were
to bear of his death at Bar Harbor
June 14. Mr. Hamor was a life-long
of this place, and will be
resident
greatly missed. He leaves besides bis
Sarah
widow, two daughters Mrs.
The

pained

________

Remember that
person

in every quarrel the
who has been the least to blame is
most ready to be reconciled.

generally the
—BotcAier.

were

made

|
I

clean off the desk.
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house
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WANTED

STEVENS,

Elm street. Ells-

on

worth; also a farm off 40acres, with buildings in East Hurry. Prices low. Habsy L.

Crabtbbb, Ellsworth.

limited quantity of lumber—
Joist, planed spruce and pine boards.
etc„ at reasonable prices.
M. C. Austin,
Cunicu locus Park Mills, Egypt. Me.

LUMBER—A

T/XTOOb Suitable for finest paper pulp.
What am I offered for poplar, spruce
Yv
and fir. by the oord In car lots, delivered at
Franklin Road station, Maine? M. c. Austin. Egypt, Me.
—

house

Franklin

street,
and bath, large stable, fine
HOUSE—My
cellars nnder house and stable, house in
on

9
ce-

rooms

ment

fine repair; price low, terms reasonable. Address Oboboa H. On*irr. Ellsworth. Me.

IJIOPB shares of stock of the Buck's Harbor
JP Granite Go. Par value. $25 per share.
Quo. H. Grant, Ellsworth. Me.

Special datura.
NOTICE.
of Mount Desert

proprietors
THE
Corporation
hereby notified
annual
of said
are

Bridge

that the

meeting

corporation will be
held at its toll bouse in Trenton, on the
second Monday of July next at 1 o'clock p. m..
for the following purposes, viz.:
First. To choose officers for said corporation for the ensuing year.
Second. To see what action shall be taken
to repair the bridge.
Third. To transact such other business as
may legally come before said meeting.
E. M. Banos, Clerk.
West Eden, Me., June 22, 1908.
CARD OF THANKS.

'TIT’E wish to extend our heartfelt thanks
to neighbors and friends for the many
YY

tender expressions of sympathy and the beau
tiful floral tributes given in the sad hour of
bereavement.
Ma. and Mas. Fred E. Blaisdell
and Family.
East Franklin, June 24. 1906.

our

NO I ICE TO TAX-PATER8.
board of assessor*
In session

will be
the second Haturday of each month for
THE
of
that

the

may
transacting any business
them relating to the assessment
H. P. Htockbridqs, Chairman.
Ellsworth. June 17, 1908

purpose

come before
of taxes.

THE NULLIFICATION OF THE HlNDAY
STATUTE OF THE STATE OF MAINEwas bunting aud shooting as usual
on Sunday in Cutifculous Park, Oct. 6.
1907. The Htate of Maine must indemnify me
in the sum of $3,000 and $7,000, i. e. (ten
thousand dollars) for nullification of Sunday
"close time" law. A like amount must be
to me for each and every violation of the
ecalogue by the State of Maine and the federal government off the United Htate of AmerCatharine Frstz Austin

THERE
Skid

ica;_Mabt

TAKE
• 100 Reward, 9100.
The readers of this paper will be pleased to
learn that there is at least one dreaded disease that science has been able to cure in all
its stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
Cure is the only positive cure now known to
the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires a constitutional
treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease, and
giving the patient strength by building up
the constitution and assisting nature in doing
its work. The proprietors have so much
faith in its curative powers that thev offer
One Hundred Dollars for any case lhat it
fails to cure. Send for list of testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

AltHA

un-

! hard-working, soft-hearted, fair-minded,

were

j
the state of
ideas

In want of help to cat
to RoaaaT Mathis, Ells-

—Any
HELPgrass
apply

one

for vice-president, i
Butterfield, of Bar Harbor, and Miss Berand Sherman’s name had been presented,
j tha Hamor, of Boston, and three sons—
to bear from owner haring
when “Uncle Joe” Cannon was seen walkRalph Hamor, of Northeast Harbor, Roy
ing toward the front of the platform to and
Hamor, of Bar Harbor; also two
A
GOOD
Percy
FARM
second the nomination.
It was his first brothers— Milard and Warren Hamor, of
(or sale. Not particular about location.
appearance in the convention, it being an Bar
Please
give price and description, ami reaHarbor, and two sisters—Mrs. Lucy
son (or selling. State when possession can
unwritten law that no one who is an
be had. warden! with owners only.
hamor, of Boston, and Mra.fFrank Alley,
active candidate for President shall be on
L. Dabbtshibc, Box 9M, Rochester, N. Y.
of Bar Harbor.
the spot. But Taft having been nominatAnne,
June 22.
ed the day before, “Uncle Joe” could not
is
be kept away any longer. He received a
Duty wins more than beauty. Love of
the range
fkattaaUmal Cart)*.
hearty welcome, and everyone felt that it better than art: and within
common life, fulfilling a daughter’s and
was a shrewd move to have his
support for a wife’s devotion may be embraced all
the New York congressman.
sweetest traits of womanhood.— W. D.
A.
The first words audible when silence be- Simondt.
gan to be restored, “I had rather be a
PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER,
Whatever your occupation may be and
hours with affairs,
doorkeeper in the house of the Lord than however crowded your
at least a few min- Room
dwell in the tents of wickedness,” and do not fail to secure
3, First National Bank Building
utes every day tor refreshment of your in“William H. Taft is my candidate for ner life with a bit of poetry .-Prof. Chat.
OlBce Hours i ? a'Is ”•and
1.J0 p. m. to 4 p. in.
President”, produced such an ovation as Eliot Norton.
|
tious

j

j

singular
the delegates from
the

One of the most gratifying experiences
of the convention was when the nomina-

np.1

Roosevelt knows the desk is cluttered
He knows that it may take six or eight years
merely to get down to the mahogany under
things now pending. But the American people know that some way this must be done
before the nation can go further. And hence,
in the Mississippi valley at least, there is a
belief that the man who can make the
burn railroad law as much a part of our common life as the postal regulations, who can
grind the rough edges off the Sherman law
through the courts, who can finish the canal,
and deal with Cuba kindly, honestly and
firmly, who can lead the brown men of the
islands further into the light, ia this big,

by

JorSait.

C.

The natives did not trust the summer visitors to arrive, and are settled at their old home.
our government and could not comprehend
that it meant to play fairly with them.
Mrs H. G. Stnallidge, with daughters
This view was quickly changed under the Helen and Frances, of Winter Harbor,
administration of Judge Taft, who de- spent last week with her sister, Mrs L. A.
clared that the Philippines should be for Springer.
the Filipinos, and who distributed evenJune 22.
8.
handed justice, ever making allowance for
Keith’s Theatre, Boston.
the racial characteristics of the natives.
No matter how warm it may be out of
At the conclusion of his service in the
Philippines, Judge Taft returned to this doors these summer days it is always comcountry to succeed Eiihu Root as secre- fortable in Keith’s— One of the biggest
tary of war, and for the past four yean personal successes scored in New York the
baa efficiently performed the duties at- past season was made by Ralph C. Herr in
tached to this portfolio. His work has “The Soul Kiss”. At the close of the run
been made especially arduous by the fact of that production, Mr. Hen went into
that in addition to being a: the head of vaudeville. He does what may be called a
the army, he has been secretary of the character monologue and Is certain to
colonies as well. The affairs of the Philip- please Keith-goera mightily.
For several years past Wallace H. Goldpines, of Cuba and of the Panama canal
smith's pencil has been busy making
have been administered by him.
cartoons that have made
him famous
JAMES 8. SHERMAN.
the county. He is to make bis
throughout
born
in
Sherman
was
Schoolcraft
James
vaudeville debut at Kieth's next week, doUtica, N. Y., Oct. 24, 1855; received an
ing a series of original dawings.
and
academic
collegiate education, graduClara Blandick, Richard Sterling and
class
in
the
ating from Hamilton college
Marianna Thurbert Mrs. Francis Pruynjare
of 1878; was admitted to the bar in 1880;
to play “The Band Box”, a sketch by Marie
is a practicing lawyer; also president of
B. Schrader which was first presented by
the Utica Trust & Deposit
Co., and
Mrs. George Gould and company at the
president of the New Hartford Canning Hotel
Plaza, New York, Miss Tburber beCo.
ing a member of the original cast. Sadie
He has served in these public positions:
Jansell, a clever mimic; the Karl Barleben
Mayor ofNJtica, 1881; delegate to the restring quartette, made up of members of
publican national convention in 1892; the Boston symphony orchestra; the Four
chairman of New York state republican
acbrobats; Catherine
convention in 1885 and again in 1900; was Riegos, European
Hayes and Sabel Johnson, in their droll
chairman of the national republican consketch, “A Dream of Baby Days;” Bob,
gressional committee in 1906; was elected
Tip and company, gymnastic humorists;
to the 50th, 51st, 53d, 54th, 55th, 56th, 57th,
Willie Hale and
“Buster”,
jugglers
58th, 59th and 60lh Congresses.
and
xylophonists; the Evans trio,
singers and dancers; Gaines and Brown,
HULL’S COVE.
colored comedians; James R.
Waters,
Mrs. Charles Allen is in Bar Harbor for “The Singer of the Ghetto,” and new
a few days.
kinetograph pictures will round out the
Melvin McGown, of Nicolin, visited his bill.

answered, “for 1 think that a man who
wears whiskers is obsolete.”
“Send for
Ed. Kicker,” was the quick rejoinder.
Although there were six candidates for
President, there was never any doubt
among the delegates but that Taft would
be nominated on the first ballot, because
it wras felt that from his experience and by
the manner in which he had performed the
great tasks that had been assigned him,
that he, better than any other man, was
fitted to continue the w’ork in which the
President is engaged, and with which he
is familiar and in full sympathy.

R. B. Mathews.

22._

Taft at Manila.

was a newspaper correspondand wished to meet Sen. Carter, of
Montana. This is our Sen. Carter, said
some of the delegates, as they assisted the
genial but somewhat athletic chairman of
the republican state committee to his feet
before her. “But,” said the lady, “I do
not see any whiskers!” “He has decided
not to wear whiskers any more,” was the

be

June

Philippine commission, in which position he first came to
the notice of the country generally. It
was a difficult task that confronted Judge

Carolina and

said of them. I would commend
not only their promptness, their activity,
their indifference to discomfort or danger;
but especially their fjuiet, orderly and
systematic behavior when in action.
The fire laddies and their grand horses
can

vard Carter and wife.
appointed federal judge in

In March, 1900, he received the appointment

in

men

was

Ohio.

! ent

Hep-!

Taft.

Roods and Stocks

Examlnor

•

L^SdDi^nts.
Overdrafts.

attend the

Brooklin, Caitine,
Orland, Long Island, and Aurora.
Herbert T. Silsby, of Aurora.
statement and declaration:
From Bucksport, Penobscot, Dedham, Otis,
If I am elected sheriff, I shall enforce
Mariaville, Amherst and Verona,
each and every law' found in the revised
James H. Jones, of Bucksport.
statutes of Maine that applies to this
From Sullivan, Winter Harbor, Sorrento,
county. As regards the prohibitory law,
Franklin, Oouldsboro, Eastbrook, B'ul- 1 sball and will give it my personal and
tham and townships and plantations
constant attention, and to the utmost of
Although it had been frequently pre7, S, 9, 10, 21, 33,
my power and ability see that it is strictly
there was never for a moment the
Edward E. Bhagdox, of Sullivan.
and impartially enforced each and every dicted,
slightest danger of the convention being
From Cranberry Isles, Tremont, Mount ; day I am sheriff of Hancock county.
stampeded for Roosevelt. This became
Desert and Swan's Island,
Hoping to merit and receive your sup- more
apparent on the second day, w hen
Oliver Bowley, of Swan's Island.
port, I am.
the Roosevelt demonstration, which lasted
Yours respectfully,
for more than three-quarters of an hour,
The National Ticket.
F. O. SlLSBY.
son, Watson McGown, recently
was in progress.
At first, of course, all
The republican national convention
j Mrs. Frances Springer, of Trenton, is
but when it became obvijoined
heartily,
at Chicago last week placed in nomat Mrs. S. L. Leland’s.
ous that it was being continued
An Estimate of Taft.
by the j employed
ination William H. Taft, of Ohio, for
William Allen White, in a character galleries for a purpose, it at once met with j
Miss Ella Sweet has been spending a
President, and James S. Sherman, of sketch of William H. Taft in the Americ >n disapproval. Delegates, realizing that all few weeks with friends in Calais.
The Magazine Bays :
New York for vice-president.
the large cities in tfce country were almost
Miss Lucy Salisbury is employed at the
What kind of a President, all things con- listening to the echoes of it, felt that it | Van Doren cottage for the summer.
platform adopted is the most complete exposition of principles and sidered, will he make? Assuming that the was giving great anxiety, but their exHiram Grant and wife, of Ellsworth
hereinbefore set down are correct, it is
pressions showed plainly that there need ;
policies ever submitted to the voters facts
Falls, visited friends here last week.
obvious that first of all we may expect a Presi- be no fear.
of the country by any political party.
dent who will work hard—for he has but two
Alice Cunningham returned home SatThe third day, when the nomination ;
With these candidates and this plat- meals a day and toils without resting from
after spending two weeks with
was made, was one to
both
the pa- | urday
try
form the republican party can go into ten until six every day; then we may expect
tience and endurance of the delegates, but friends in Harrington.
the presidential campaign without that he will wo-k hard with a kind, self-effacMrs. Experience piston and grandson,
ing spirit; then that he will work hard unsel- | they stood the test well. For seven hours j
any apologies, and confident of the fishly and without much initiative. For he and a half they did not move from their Robert Seville, of Rockland, are visiting
rapport of the voters. The platform has rarely gone from beaten paths, though he seats except when they were standing on ! at Chariea Whitcomb’s.

is printed in fall elsewhere in this
issue.
The feature of the convention was
the great outburst of enthusiasm at
the mention of Roosevelt. The demonstration which continued nnabated
for three-quarters of an hour was a
tribute not only to the man, bnt to his
policies. With the carrying ont of
many of these policies Secretary
Taft, the nominee for President, has
been closely identified, and he is thoroughly in sympathy with the administration which has the endorsement

$

was

to the
Boots

The

Among so many people it is not strange
that some amusing things may happen.
One of these occurred just after the room
had been fixed up and all had expressed
themselves as being satisfied. A lady appeared at the door and inquired if this
was the Maine
headquarters. She was
very gallantly informed that this was
the Maine headquarters, when she replied
by saying that she was a native of South

REPRESENTATIVES.

From Eden,
Q. Raymond Joy, of Eden.

1

For Firemen.
Ellsworth, June 23, 1908.
To the Editor of The American:
It is a scriptural injunction to give
“honor to whom honor is due”, and it
applies as well to practical life. I have
viewed with admiration for many months
the excellent work of the members
of
the
Ellsworth
fire department;
but the fire near the parsonage yesPraise

STATE TICKET.
For Representative to Congress,

to

mads

RISOrBCSS.
Demand Loans.

ATION AL CON VKNTION.
and

Tuft

heard, especially
along
years who had known him, which showed
still had a warm place in their
hearts, and regrets were often expressed
that he failed to reach the ambition of his
life through the “Burchard” incident and
the purchase of votes in New York city.

Sherman,

From

N

that he

STATE ELECTION, SEPT. 14, 1908.

FOR

labor that he
; convention.

homes, or the homes of their ancestors.
The portrait of Blaine attracted much
attention, and permission was given one
of the leading clubs of the city to have it
taken out long enough to be photographed. Many expressions of respect

of

towns

Comsponscnct.

OF NEW YORK.

successor

m»

working for several days trying to
adjust the claims of the different delegates
of some of the states, and our member,
Gov. Hill, had been so worn out by his

blossoms

were

James S.

of the condition of the

COMPANY
UNION TRUST
First National Bank of

15.

Hancock have nominated Arthur L.
Y’oung, of Hancock, as candidate for representative.

William H. Taft,

STATEMENT

Surplus earned>, #420,000.
Capital, # 175,000.
Tuesday, there was an opportunity the the age of twenty as salutatorian of his
next day, besides making acquaintances,
Deposits, over #3,000,000.
class. He returned to Cincinnati, where
to suitably prepare the room which had be studied law and also did
newspaper
Frederick Garland and Francis Allen, been engaged for the Maine headquarters,
work. His first call to public office came
two young lads of Lakew-ood, are just now where not only the delegates might asas
assistant
prosecuting
by his selection
active nature students.
They hive in semble, but all former residents of the
attorney of Hamilton county, and in 1881
their collection a twenty-four pound State who were there, and all who desired
EHantrt).
MT. DESERT FERRY.
of
internal revenue
he became collector
turtle and two half-grown wild ducks.
to meet Maine people were welcome.
W. P. Clarke and family have moved to
| for the first Ohio district.
The portraits of Blaine, Hale and Frye
In 1885 he was appointed judge of the Monroe.
POLITICAL NOTES.
had been taken from the statehouse and
Harvard Carter closed bis school at
superior court. Coefficient was his service
carried there, and were hung on the walls, on the bench that it attracted attention
West Franklin last week.
The Hancock county democratic comand with the delegates’ flags, helped to
outside of the state, and Judge Taft was
mittee, at a meeting immediately after the
Arthur Jellison and Frank Foss have
Rttp GHanUu
decorate and make the room attractive.
invited by President Harrison to accept
convention
last
W’ednesday, It was
county
employment at the Ferry.
the sight the
visited,
continually
being
elected E. N. Benson, of Bar Harbor,
position of solicitor-general of the
The graduating class of the Franklin
of the State flag and pictures bringing
Here again he displayed
United States.
chairman, and H. D. Martin, of Lamoine. back
school spent Sunday with Harto many recollections of their former
eminent abilities, and at the concluaion of grammar
Hancock

Bluehill, Surry, Trenton,

FOE PRESIDENT,

in

reported

ftbbnttwmtntt.

had

been

sufficient attention to have a
and printed in the Chicago Tribune the next morning, a compliment that few delegations were awarded.
As the convention did not open until

Hancock is going quite exten-

he

been

Massachusetts, and nine for Sherman.
on all
They were on the winning side
matters but one, and that was on the
question of making a different apportionment in choosing delegates for future
conventions, which was lost by a small
majority. Their feelings on this question
being governed somewhat, perhaps, from
the fact that the national committee had

Chicago

2,430 champions.

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 24, 190S.

of the

A few of the incidents connected with
the visit of tlie Maine
delegation to

representatives

Average for the year of 1907,

one

forget that

man

defeated in anything.
The members of the Maine delegation
voted alike on all matters except in the
selection of candidate for vice-president,
Guild, of
three votes being given Gov.
ever

solutely

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,

might make any

MAIM? AT CHICAGO.

peculiar feeling for him, because
throughout that time we have worked for the
same purposes and
same object with the
ideals.
I do not. be ieve there can be found in the
whole c( onty a man so well fitted to be President. He is not only absolutely fearless, abdisinterested and upright, but he

and I have

NOTICE.
close

penalty besides Maine laws for
time is from $2,000
THE
thirteeu
$5,000
months in
to

or

prison; Sundayt, $3,000 to
$7,000 or fifteen months' Imprisonment, in
each and every case of trespass in Cuniculocus park from this date.
state

Aug. 21, 1907.

Mary C. Frktz Austin.

SPECIAL NOTICE.
I

trespass in Cnniculocus Park.
demand protection to Ufa and property
DO
from the
of
not

Maine,

county of Hancock, the Htate
and the United States off America
Mary C. Fa RTS AUSTIN.

^

Legal 3fotia».

subscribers, Alsop Lefflngwell. Doug*
las Lefflngwell snd Christophea Lefflugwell, hereby give notice that they have been
duly appointed executors of the last will and
testament of Catharine B. Alsop Lefflngwell, late of Eden, iu the county or Hancock,
deceased, no bonds being required by the

THE

of said will.
being residents of the State of Maine
Mary Mutter Lefflngwell,
county, Maine, whose postoffice address is Bar Harbor. Maine, their
purposes specified in R. 8. Chap.
terms

Not

have appointed
^ey
of Eden, Hancock

Jf.nUorthe

All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imA. Lbppimgwbll.
mediately.
Douglas Lbppinowbll.
Chbistophba Lbppihowell.
June 12. 1908.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed adminisTHE
trator of the estate of
s

OEORGIE C. PERKINS, late of CASTINE.
in the county of Hancock* deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of
said deceaaed are desired to present the
same
for settlement,
and an indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imP. Da.vposts.
mediately.
Castine, June 18,1908.

CLASS

hmencement

W">

exercises

of

hioH 8CHOOL-

jllsWORTH
,C<K

WEST EDEN CHAPEL.

OF ’08.

WITH PARENTS
HALL FILLED

pHiENDS—ENTERTAINMENT

IN EVENING.
aND BALL

b'i ,»S

00

Of 1908 of the Ellsworth high
Isvorrd with bright skies yes-

commencement

exercises

'"for the entertainment and

ball in the

jtH

r

rcises of the afternoon

were

ex-

with
Hancock ball was decorated
and
colors, garnet and white,
and
friend».of
tjlled with jui rents
"graduates, presented a pretty and

ted scene.

"motto.

"P‘”

stage was the
p“*” IHteP Dv S,CP'!
by ticket and while the
Above the
°

amission was
tilled, there was no crowding
running in and out to distract
The class
or gradnates.
r audience
into the ball and to the platjuniors led by Miss Myrtle

‘n0
"escorted
Ibvtlie

Historical Sketch of the Churches of
Mt Desert.
Read

bjr Dea. Eben M. Hamor at the
dedication of West Eden chapel.]

recent

j\he

iris

exercises:

noon

Baric

fnjtr.Rev

PA

A

Killam

Music
Helen F Nealley
of the Blind.
Berniece L Franklin

Salutatory-*'Iass History

gaaay—Achievement*
Maaic

Essay—American Progress.Carroll F Hhea
Eaaay-Chiiracter ia not Reputation,
Florence E Tracy
Music
presentation of Gift* .Gertrude B Foss
Address to Uudergraduatea—Valedictory,
Bernice Eldridge
Maaic
Address

to

the Claaa. ..Rev Hubert B Mathews

Conferring Diplomaa.
John A Scott,

Supt of Schools

Malic
All the essays and claaa parts showed
careful preparation and were well delivered. The address to the class by Mr.
Mathews was an inspiration. He held before the class three cardinal rules for the
government of their lives—“Be idealists;
be workers; be seekers after the truth.”
The music for the afternoon was furnished by Monaghan's orchestra.
ENTERTAINMENT AND BALL.

Tin the evening the drama, “Higbee of
Harvard,” was presented by members of
the graduating class. The cast of characters was as follows:

COUNTY
**

sdrtltional

Count*

NEWS.
NEY> COUNTY
County
For Additional

m:o ((Aet

was

Mrs. E. W. Baker
week.

Away

Don’t have

a falling out with
It might leave you!
Then what? That would mean

your hair.

thin, scraggly, uneven, rough
hair. Keep your hair at home!
Fasten it tightly to your scalp!
You can easily do it with Ayer’s
Hair Vigor. It is something
more than a simple hair dressing. It is a hair medicine, a
hair tonic, a hair food.
Ths best kind ot

a testimonial
OTsr sixty

—

years.”

9

Ifni'S

SARSAPARILLA.
CHEWY PECTORAL.

was

was

in Boston last
in Harrington

H. W. Flye has finished painting the
Wells house.
Alton Closson, of North Sedgwick, is
employed at Hotel Dority.
in

Miss Rachel Cole is spending two weeks
Rockland, visiting friends.

R. L. Smith attended the graduation at
the Cherry field academy last week.
Miss Dele McFarland, of Boston, is visiting her parents, W. B. McFarland and
wife.

Miss Nell Freetbey, of Ware, Mass, is
visiting her parents, N. A. Freethey and
wife.

H. O. Staples, of Bangor, is in town.
His health is much improved.
H. S. Kane and family have returned
from Addison for the summer.

council tire of love and virtue burneth forever, therefore be it,
Resolved, That although a worthy life has
been ended here, we bow in submission to the
will of the Great Spirit. We mourn for our
brother, who was ever ready to extend a helping hand and kind words of sympathy to those
who were in trouble—a friend* and companion dear to us all; be it further
Resolved, That the heartfelt sympathy of
this tribe be extended to the relatives who
mourn for him, and that our charter be
draped in mourning for thirty days, a copy of
these resolutions be spread upon our records,
and a copy sent to his wife and a copy sent to
the llangor Commercial
and
Ellsworth
American for publication.
Stinson Hooper,
Oliver Bowley,
Orrin Milan,
Committee on resolutions.

Mrs. Alice Dodge, of Boston, is visiting
her mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Stanley.
Misses Bernice and Helen Mayo visited
friends at Southwest Harbor last week.
Mrs. Sarah Liscomb, of Salem, Mass., is
the guest of her cousin, Mrs. R.C. Stewart.
Mrs. L. H. Powers, of Boston, joined
husband at their summer home here

her

lodge, F. and A. M., of Sedgwick, Bagaduce lodge, of Brooksville, and Naskeag
lodge, of Brooklin, together with Minnewankon chapter, R. A. M., and Columbia
chapter, O. E. S., attended in a body. The
day was fine and the church well filled.
Rev. A. B. Carter delivered an able address
with “Masonry Triumphant” as a theme.
The choir was composed of Masons, and
the singing was much appreciated.
Mr. and Mrs. Derry, of Cambridge, are
guests of X5. N. Rhodes and wife, at “The
Willows”.
|
Mrs. Penney and Mrs. Lee arrived with
their children last week, and are at the
Butler place.
Miss Annie Means, of New London, N
H., and Albert Carter, from Hebron academy, are at home for a vacation.
W. S. Bartlett came from his western
home last week. His wife stopped on the
way with friends, and will arrive later.
June 22.
H.
SOUTH HANCOCK.
Mrs. R. H. Young and Mrs.
Wooster are ill.

S.

Mrs. H. A. Brown, of Bar Harbor, is
her sister, Mrs. F. M. Watson.

of the past week have been
Mrs. F. M. Watson and grandson, Watson
McRea, of Brooklyn, N. Y.; Mrs. T. J.
Hodgkins, of Chicago; Mrs. A. E. Wooster,
of Waltham, Mass., and Mrs. Annie Smith,
from Newton, Mass.
June 22.
W.
The arrivals

BLUEHILL.

Miss Clarie Freethey, who is teaching in
Providence, R. I., is spending her vacation
at home.
Mrs. Isabelle Parker, of Sargentville, is
doing the meat cooking at the West End

dining-room.
Mrs.

A.

visiting

Sunday.

Thomas Wilson, of Washington,

D. C.f is at her cottage Rockledge
Reach for the season.

EAST BLUEHILL.
Richard and Edward Ashworth went to

on

the

primary school.

Miss Saunders
teacher, reports the following not absent
one-half day: Pauline P. Grindle, Junie
M. Grindle, Gracie M. Grindle, Jennie A.
Mello, Martha B. Osgood, Elsie L. Cooper,
Roland M. Howard, Rufus M. Grindle,
Edward H. Snow, Albert G. Snow, Willis
Harold Osgood, Harry G. Townes, Frank
H. Mello, Joseph H. Hussey, Maynard L.
Osgood, Horton W. Emerson, Walter H.
Littlefield, Archie Grindle.
The

Alexander Bentley and wife and Mrs. C.
P. Miller and children, of Washington, D.
C., are at their cottage.

MARINE LIST.

Belle Haslem.

church and got most of the lumber on the Soloman Thurston and wife.
and spring of 1907.
spot during the winter
Charles Reed, who has been spending
While so many did all they could and
his vacation here and at Duck island, reand
time
money,
gave so liberally of their
turned to his w'ork in Boston Saturday.
it is not proper for me to mention any one
Frank Hudnut and wife, of Brookline,
this
of
women
in particular except the
and en- Mass., have been spending a fewr days at
place. They have got up suppers
Mrs. F. W. Lunt’s after visiting Mrs. Huda
tertainments evening after evening for
Cove.
for the nut's father, Richmond Latty, at Seal
year and a half to raise money
have
There was a sociable at L. W. Rumill’s
church, and these entertainments
result little cottage back of the church Saturnot been closed with a dance. The
we
day evening. Ice-cream and cake were
of all this is this nice chapel, which
to the
have met here to-day to dedicate
served. Proceeds for the minister, Rev.
worship of God.
F. L. Provan.
Ashbury Lopaus and w’ife have been visOOTT’S ISLAND.
iting Mrs. Lopaus’s parents, Capt. M. a.
Mr. and Mrs. Kirkpatrick, ol St. Paul, Reed and w-ife, on Duck island, the past
and
arrived in hie launch Ella June 16,
week. Dalton Reed, of Duck island, is
the
will occupy the St. Paul cottage lor
visiting relatives here.
Thelma.
season.
June 22.
here
Irving Harding is visiting Iriends
was a
who
A young Irish
matron,
as the guest of Clarence Harding.
believer in the variety that is the spice of
is
St.
of
Paul,
Mrs. H. G. Farnsworth,
a suit
wife life, surprised everyone by bringing
the guest of G. H. Kirkpatrick and
for legal separation against her inoffensive
at the St..Paul.
sedate
Tre- spouse. When questioned by the
Frank A. Babbidge went to West
she said: “When Mike married
cork
of
Judge
a
shipment
mont Friday, to carry
me he swore he would die for me, and—
fenders for the Boston caBk works.
and he hasn’t died yit.”
Chips.
\
June 22.

Pettengal

H.
were

and

here last

for the

wife, of Sullivan,

season,

have moved

who
here

summer.

Winter Harbor, to Joseph Harvey, of New
Brunswick.
YOUNG—ALLEN—At Bluehill, June 20. by
Rev W H McBride, Mrs Ruby Lena Young
to Daniel E Allen, both of Bluehill.

Walter Colby and Miss Bessie Johnson
visited Mr. Colby’s parents, Asa Colby and

wife,

Sunday.

Hackett and sister, Mrs.
Lillian Gage, of New York, visited relatives here recently.
Mrs. Harriet

|

Bar

Harbor,

Marion

were

AMATEUR
PHOTOGRAPH ER8
Remember June is the best
month in the year to take
snap shots. We will develop your Brownie films
rolls for 10c. each, and
make a print from each
for 3 cents.
If you have any snappy films
or plates that you would
like enlarged, can give
you prices the same as
charged in any other city.

Holtz & Stanwood,
PHOTOGRAPH ER8,
MAIN ST.,

ELLSWORTH, ME.

Cast Metal Plate
For Artificial Teeth
—the beat

yet; solves the artificial tooth
problem completely. Something new. yet
a proven success. Teeth always in place;
fit perfectly; feel like nature’s gift. This

boom to

wearers

of artificial teeth is

a

specialty with me. All work guaranteed;
all charges moderate.

"id.s.,

c.e.a

Bangor, Me.

Evening and Sunday appointments at residence. Telephone 3113.

WINDSOR HOTEL
W. T. BRUBAKER. Manager.
Midway between Broad St. Station
and Reading Terminal on Filbert St.

European, $1

per

day and

up.

American, $2.50 per day
and up.
The only moderate triced hotel of reputation and consequence in

PHILADELPHIA.

THE=—

CLARION.
grange or a fur“Clarion”, it ta
sure to meet every requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co,
Bangor. Sold by
Whether it’s a
nace—if it is a

J. P. ELD RIDGE,
Ellsworth.

Main Street.

Oriental

Rug Works.

Beautiful, curly, fluffy Rugs made from old
Woolen, Tapestry, Brussels or Velvet Carpets.
Carpets Cleaned Clean. Send for circular.

DIED.

BENNETT —At Orland, June 22. Linwood
Stewart, son of Mr and Mrs ErnestL Bennett, aged 3 years, 10 months.
BLAIS DELL—At East Franklin, June 16.
Rena M, daughter of Mr and Mrs Fred E
Blaisdell, aged 18 years, 1 month, 1 day.
Vernon Haslem, a student at Pittsfield, BOWDEN—At Ellsworth, June 20, James G
Bowaen, aged 96 years, 11 months.
is spending his vacation w ith his parents,
DYER—At Lansing, Mich, June 19, George A
Milton Haslem and wife.
Dyer, formerly of Ellsworth, aged 62 years.
Mrs. Herman Jordan attended the gradu- HALL—At North Brooklin, June 17, Samuel
G Hall, aged 78 years, 6 months, 19 days.
ation exercises at Bucksport. Her daughHOPKINS—At Orland, June 12, Julia Anne,
ter Bessie, who is attending school there,
widow of Albert Hopkins, aged 68 years, 4
months.
returned with her for vacation.
MONTGOMERY—At Penobscot, June 17, Mrs
The annual services of Foresters which
Lucy A Montgomery, aged 86 years, 11
months, 17 days.
was held at the church was largely atMay 3, Fremont E E
tended. Amherst, East brook and Frank- MURPHY-At Tremont,
Murphy, aged 1 month.
lin, beside the home courts, were repre- RECORDEN—At Tremont, June 11. Mrs
Almeua Recorden, aged 88 years, 14 days.
sented. There was special music and a
fine discourse was delivered by Harry W. * SELLERS—At Sunset. June 16, Albert N
Sellers, aged 64 years, 4 months.
Rowe, a student who has recently become SOMES—At Tremont, May 13, John H Somes,
a member of the order.
aged 63 years.
H.
WALLS—At Indian Point, June 15, Abbie
June 23.
T. wife of William S Walls, aged 49 years, 2
months, 12 days.
EGYPT.
WEBSTER—At Bucksport. June 21, Isaiah
Clarence Webster, aged 58 years.
Miss Helen West is home from EllsWENTWORTH—At East Franklin, June 19,
worth for a short vacation.
Bertha L, daughter of Mr and Mrs Harry O
Wentworth, aged 3 years. 1 day.
Misses Lizzie Morse and Clara West, of
over

aWwrtiBtnwnt*

57 Main St.,

Stonington Thursday.
Ellsworth Port.
W. W. Dodge and family, of WashingG. E. Hardy and A. T. Cousins have emAr June 20. sch Henrietta A Whitney, New
ton, D. C., have arrived at their cottage at York,
ployment in Redstone, N. H.
coal, F S Lord
West End for the summer.
Sid June 23, scbs Melissa Trask, Bangor;
Mrs. Henry Marks and daughter Cora
David Faust, Bangor
Mrs. T. W. Tolcott came from her home
public meetings we have had have been went to Northeast Harbor Friday.
Hancock County Ports.
held in private houses or school houses.
in Arlington, Mass., Monday to spend the
West Sullivan—Sid June 19, sch WinchesG. V. Sinclair, wife and little daughter
our
mothers
or
more
ter
(or
summer
at
her
here.
Fifty
years ago
Philadelphia
cottage
left to-day for their home in Calais.
Sid June 20, sch Thoa H Lawrence, N Y
formed a sewing circle and our fathers
Mrs. T. C. Stanley and Mrs. O. W. HerAr June 20, sch Lizzie Lee
Carlton Strout, of Springfield, Mass., is
benefit
worked
for
the
it
They
joined
rick have open attractive ice-cream parand improvement of the place. They used the guest of N. M. Wardwell and wife.
BORN.
lors in the grange hall, upstairs.
Miss Margaret Cosgrove, of Lynn, Mass.,
to hold fairs and sell off what articles they
J. J. Bridges, I. Mayo, E. H. Bridges and CRABTREE—At
Franklin, June 17, to Mr and
l>ad made, and in this way they procured is visiting her sister, Mrs. Lester Grindle.
Mrs Seth Crabtree, a son.
Dr. E. W. Baker attended the democratic
money to fix up the burying-ground and
Warren C. York, wife and little son
Orland, June 18. to Mr and Mrs
county convention at Ellsworth last week. GINN—At
Colon A Ginn, a son.
build the ball in the upper part of the Wallace left for Redstone, N. H., ThursMrs. Belle Blake, Mrs. J. J. Bridges, HEATH—At Ellsworth, June 12, to Mr and
school house. This circle, after many years day.
Mrs John Heath, of Bucksport, a son.
Miss Etta, Lawrence Lurvey and Capt. J.
of good and faithful labor, failed or died
Schools closed Friday, with an entertain- E.
in Rockland. LUNT—At Long Island, June 14, to Mr and
Freethey
spent
Saturday
now
members
are
a
few
of
out. Only
the
Mrs Atwood L Lunt, a son.
ment in the evening.
Program: Song,
Ray C. Carter, a student at Colby col- LUNT—At Long Island, June 10, to Mr and
living.
“America”, both schools; recitations,
Mrs William S Lunt, a daughter.
is
his
vacation
his
with
formed
spending
About 1893 another society was
paWalter Carter, Beulah Grindle, Olive Long; lege,
STINSON—At Stonington, June 12, to Mr and
rents, Lewis Carter and wife, at Naskeag.
and worked and raised money and fenced
Mrs Bernard Stinson, a daughter.
Arthur
Hazel
exercises,
Ashworth,
Hardy,
June 22.
Une Femme.
the cemetery and made other improve- Henrietta
Conary, Carl Grindle, Leila
MARRIED.
ments. On July 23, 1898, this society or
Ridlon, Annie Chamberlain, John AshWALTHAM.
circle, with other persons, was incor- worth and Harlan Long; piano solo,
KETCHUM—ADAMS—At Fredericton, N B,
Mrs. W. D. Blethen, of Lewiston Falls,
porated under the laws of Maine into the Beulah Grindle; recitation, Roth Grindle;
May 9, by Bev J H McDonald, Miss Inez A
Ketchum. of Woodstock, N B, to Martin L
is visiting relatives here.
West Eden village improvement society.
song, Henrietta Conary and Hazel Hardy;
Adams, of Ellsworth.
This society has enlarged and improved recitations,
Miss
of
is
the
Curtis,
Dora
HutchRoxey
Bluehill,
LOWRIE—CLARK-At Eastbrook, June 17,
Ralph Hardy,
the cemetery. The two last-mentioned
by Rev Harry W Rowe, Miss Goldie May
ings; dialogue, Edith Amick, Harlan guest of her sister Mary, who is teaching
Lowrie to Eugene Clark, both of Eastbrook.
societies have expended over (1,200 in
here.
and
Alice
Miss
Long
Chamberlain; dnev,
ROLLINS—MARTIN—At Hancock, June 12,
improvements and benevolent purposes. Mclntire and Leila Ridlon; recitations,
by A B Crabtree, esq, Mrs Elvira RolMrs. Josephine Stanley, of Brewer, is
lins, of Ellsworth, to John S Martin, of
The village improvement society over Eva Marks, Arthur Ashworth, Annie
her parents, Alden Haslem and
Hancock.
visiting
two years ago had (100 which they inChamberlaip; dfUl, primary and grammar wife.
SNOW—NEWELL-At Bucksport, June 12, by
A B Ames, esq. Mrs Lena Snow, of Buckstended to use towards building a hall. 1 schools.
Dr. Branaghan, who has been the guest
port, to Francis Newell, of Bangor.
do not remember of ever hearing it even
R.
Jane 22.
of W. B. Hastings and wife, has returned SPRINGER—PAINE—At Ellsworth. June 24,
suggested that we build a meeting-house
by Rev S W Sutton. Miss EdDa Belle
to Boston.
SARGENT V1LLE.
Springer, of Ellf worth, to Prof George Porhere until about eighteen months ago. At
ter Paine, of Hipon. Wis.
who
has
been
teachMiss
Julia
Rankin,
a sewing circle held at George W. Mayo's,
Walter H. Sargent, Bates ’ll, returned
WHITEHOUSE—HARVEY—At Winter Haring school in Corea, is working for Mrs.
Mrs. Lillian Hamor and Mrs. Grace Fogg home Saturday.
bor, June 23, Mrs Abbie Whitehouse, of

_

Ran

other payee

last

---

expressed their wish that we build a
Mrs. Fred Sargent spent Monday with
church or chapel. It was talked over, and friends in
Bangor.
at a meeting of the society on January 3,
Mrs. Leroy Beedle, of Richmond, is the
1907, after remarks by members, it was
of Mrs. Warren Needle.
voted that the society would devote its guest
Mrs. Charlena Lowe, of Deer Isle, is emfunds and energies to the building of a
N. Sargent.
church, and that a public meeting be ployed by Mrs. J.
Dr. E. E. Philbrook, of Castine, is visitcalled for Jan. 8, 1907.
This meeting was held, and Ida Rich ing his sister, Mrs. Henry W. Sargent.
All the parts were well taken, and the
moderator. Miss Margaret
Mrs. John Bennett is spending a few'
play gave evidence of the painstaking was chosen
work of Fred E. Cooke, under whose Koch opened the meeting by prayer. weeks with her mother at Little Deer Isle.
The subject was discussed by a number of
direction it was presented.
Mrs. Clara L. Bowden, who has been
The hall which followed was a pretty : men and women, all in favor of building, visiting her daughter in Medford, Mass.,
it was
W.
I).
of
and
on
motion
McKay,
and successful affair.
Music was furreturned home June 20.
j
nished by Monaghan. Supper wps served voted to build a union church and that
Mrs. Minnie Blaisdell, who has been
was
A
committee
free.
be
the
seats
at midnight by the juniors.
spending the winter in Brooklyn, N. Y., is
considmatter
into
the
to
take
appointed
the guest of Mrs. P. B. Billings.
eration and report at an adjourned meetA Convenient Poultice.
Vera Harding, M. C. I. '10, and Horace
were
and
labor
of
money
When, for any reason, a poultice is ing. Pledges
for more than (800, and three lots Eaton, M. C. I. ’08, are spending their
necessary, one made of potatoes is excel- given
vacation with their parents here.
to build on.
lent, as it retains the heat so long; more- were offered
The adjourned
meeting was held
Among the arrivals the past week were
over, it is very simply made.
when the committee Mrs. John Gay and family, Mrs. William
Make two square bags of muslin of con- January 22, 1907,
The lot offered by D. W. McKay Gray and family, Mrs. John R. Davies and
venient size, according to the part afflicted; reported.
a rising vote thanks
family, of Philadelphia, Pa.; Mrs. S. S.
half fill these bags with potatoes that have was accepted, and
committee consisting Thomas and Mrs. Weisse, of Elmhurst,
been freshly peeled and put them on to given. A building
of D. W. McKay, M. W. Hamor, N. W. N. Y.;A. H. Lee and family, of Buffalo,
boil.
W. Mayo, Mrs. Ida Rich N. Y.; Horace Eaton and daughter, of
When tender, mash the potatoes in the Higgins, George
Elva Hall was appointed, and Boston, and Mrs. Pitt W. Danforth and
bag and apply it to the patient, using it as and Mrs.
on a plan for the buildbrother, Ronald Gower, of Melrose, Mass.
hot as it can be stood without blistering. instructed to decide
and continue
SlM.
June 22.
While the other is cooling, crush the ing and commence building
bills
potatoes in the second bag and have it as long as there was money to pay the
WEST TREMONT.
ready to use when the first is taken off. or until the building was comDleted.
This should be returned to the boiling
Rev. F. L. Provan was called to Belfast
It was voted to solicit contributions
water to heat up again.
from individuals and societies as thought last week on church business.
best. This was done, and responded to
Mrs. Isaac Stanley, of Manset, spent a
2U&citiJKmcnts.
first contribuvery liberally indeed. The
part of last week with her sister, Mrs.
tion outside ot this place was by the Bay- Isaac Murphy.
View grange at Salisbury Cove. The
Mrs. Myra Wooster and baby, of Warbuilding committee adopted a plan of the ren, are visiting Mrs. Wooster’s parents,

My

gee

RROOKLIN.
A. E. Farnsworth
week.

in town last week

Watson W Higbee.Robert P King
Hon V B Withrow.Arthur H Parcher
Loren Higbee, son of Watson.Leo B Betts
Theodore Dairy tuple.Edward M Downey
Higgins, a butler.Frank J Dunleavy
Clara Moore
Nancy Withrow.
Madge Camming!.Mae Studer
Mrs Baliow.Margaret Holmes
Mrs Malbiua Meddigrow.Myra Young

Hair

Ar<u>«,

SWAN’S ISLAND.
Weston Kennedy
calling on friends.

From 1762, when the first permanent
Capt. Daniel McKay was in the harbor
settlement was made on this island, to 1799, last week in bis
gasolene boat.
religious mud other public meetings were
Mrs. Bracket, of Yarmouth, is visiting
held in barns, private houses or schoolMrs. Dr. Hawkes for a few days.
houses. On April 1, 1799, the town of Mt.
Misses Lizzie Sprague and Cecil Smith
Desert voted to build two meeting-houses
and to divide the town into two districts, have gone to the Kineo house forthe sumeach district to build its own meeting- mer.
Nelson Morse and daughter Vera, and
house, and that each district get the frame
raised this fall and boards, shingles and Miss Cole, of Prospect Harbor, are at Mrs.
nails at the place where the house is raised 8. J. Morse.
before the next annual meeting, and chr ose
Mrs. Lizzie Gott and daughters Annie
a committee for each district to call meet- 1 and Alice
spent Sunday here. They will
and
where
to
set
the
ings
start for Vancouver, B. C., July 1, w'here
appoint places
houses.
Capt Gott is engaged in the halibut busiMarch 4, 1800, the town voted that the ness.
southern house stand on land formerly
MEMORIAL RESOLUTION.
owned by Mr. Cockle on a ledge near
Since it has been the will of the Great Spirit
where Mr. Emerson used to live; the
to enter Hockamock tribe. No. 97.
Improved
northern hou%e to stand half-way between
Order of Redmen. and remove from our
James Richardson’s and William Heath’s.
hunting grounds Bro. D. E. Newman, to the
This meeting-house was not finished, and happy hunting grounds above, where the

marshal, her baton being dec- was destroyed by a forest fire about 1816.
class colors, light
The first meeting-house iu the town of
ked with the junior
MisB Margaret G. Eden was built at Hull’s Cove in 1797. It
,nd white.
class.
senior
the
of
marshal
was begun by the energy of the settlers
lBes was
the following were before a church had been organized.
In
o,sides the class
W.
H.
Dresser,
Principal
Stage:
September, 1799, the town authorized the
Miss
Alice
and
selectmen to purchase of the proprietors,
sj,Eleanor W. Pomeroy
and raised |150 in money and materials,
allan.assistants; Superintendent John
E.
A.
Killam, George
and chose Ezra Young, David Hamor and
Scott. Kev. P. A.
school
of
the
Levi Higgins to carry on the building.
and John A. Stuart,
B.
Mathews.
This bouse was used for a meeting-house
„d. and Kev. R.
numbers
class
till I860 or 1881, when it was sold and torn
Xbis year's graduating
Leo B. Betts, down.
jjrteen. as follows:
M.
Drnmmey,
March 7, 1823, the town of Eden voted
dsird M. Downey, Annie
Bernice Eldridge, to build a
meeting-house on the spot
nnk J- Dunleavy,
B. Foss, ^erniece designated by lot drawn by David Wasjtd D. Fields, Gertrude
Robert
Franklin. Margaret G. Holmes,
gatt March 25, 1822, and raised $350 to
F. Nealley,
King, Clara L. Moore, Helen
carry the same into effect. Meetings were
rthor H. Parcher, Bertha M.Hhea, Carroll held in thi9 house the summer of 1824. It
■.Sbea. MaeStuder, Florence E. Tracy, was called the western meeting-house, and
meetings were held in it until 1875, when
gneiC. Tribou, MyraG. Young.
Arthur H. the
Ibe class officers are:
present church at Salisbury Cove was
■ucber. president; Margaret G. Holmes, built.
The first settlers of Town Hill were
kv-president; Clara L. Moore, secretary;
Gideon Mayo, about 1790, and Ephraim
Isrnice Eldridge, treasurer.
I Following is the program of the after- Higgins, about 1806. Since that time what
ban.

|

SKOWHEBAN, ME.

L, L. MORRISON,

MONEY-MAKING FARMS
tor sale in ^Iaine’ New Hal“Pshire and Massachusetts. Send
for catalogue. EDWARDS FARM
AGENCY, l’ortland, Maine.
n.»n
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Commission fflrrdjanta.

VEAL and EGGS
WANTED BY

HYDE WHEELER CO.
41 North Market St., Boston, Mass.
_

Can get top market prices and
will make prompt returns.
Market Reports,

Tags, Shipping

Cer-

tificates, Stencils, etc., furnished free.
STRICTLY COMMISSION.

guests last week of Miss

West.

titiucrtisnnnua.

Miss Lula West has been in Belfast the
past week, called there by the illness of
her aunt, Mrs. Lizzie Waterman.
The graduating exercises of the grammar schools were held Friday evening at
the Baptist church. The graduates from
the Egypt school were Adah Savage, Julia
Sawyer, Floyd Scammon, Sophia, Celia,
Hazel and Hester Clark.
subordinate and companion courts,
of Waltham invited the courts at Franklin to join with them June 21 in the obThe adservance of Foresters’ Sunday.
dress w’as given by Harry Rowe, of Eastbrook. Those who attended from this
place were Percy and Raymond Clark, Edgar Scanunon and wife and Mullie ScamThe

Live
EUGENE SIMPSON,

W.

SEDGWICK.

Major Hodge9, of Lee, Mass., was in
Saturday.
The Peabodys are at their cottage
“Wellesley Villa.,,
Mrs. C. R. Sleeper haa rented her house
to Needham people for the summer.

town

The school children in district No. 9
will give an entertainment June 24.
William Sylvester and wife will be employed this season at Uarbor View house.
St. John’s day, June 21, was observed at
the first Baptist church. Eggemoggin

Boston Live

iu Marble and Granite.

Send postal
pleased
call, show new and artistic
designs and give lowest prices.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Highest
references.
and I will be

to

ELL&WOETH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
FAT.

NO

WAAHBK.'

All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.

H. B. ESTSY A CO.,
WEST EHD BRIDGE.

ELECTRICAL

ELLSWORTH

■■

WIRING.

Full Lines ol

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
FIXTURES.
EstlastMlM WMsg sag Supplies CkMrfally OIwr.
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Ellsworth.
Laundry Bldg, (west eud bridge).
AND

Specialty.

Poultry Co.,

77-79 Fulton at.. Boston.

CEMETERY WORK

•HO

a

Prompt Returns at Topuiarket Prices.
Strictly Commission.

(Successor to H. & E. Simpson.)
SULLIVAN, MAINE.

mon.

Jane 22.

Poultry Wanted.
Broilers

PREMIUM PAID
FOR FANCY HENNERY EOQS.
We charge no commission for selling
Ship us your LIVE POULTRY. Prompt returns.
W. h. RUDD & SON CO.,
Mass.
Boston,

Eggs.

We want YOUR shipments of
VEAL-LAMBS-POUETRY & EGGS.
We get top market prices and make
prompt returns.
F. I. WESTON CO..
COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
NEW FANEU1L HALL MARKET—BOSTON.
References— Fourth National Bank and ail
mercial agencies.

com

SHIP YOUR
Potatoes, Onions, Apples, Eggs, Game,
Berries, etc., to
Chapin Bros., Boston, Mass.
Maple Sugar and Syrup must be branded with
manufacturer’s name and P. O. address
on all packages.
Orders solicited for all standard varieties
seed and eating putatoes.

ot

can

u

not the
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hat

COUNTY NEWS.

atJbrrttatmmt*.

tobteribert at 107
Of the 111 poet-office* in Hancock county.
AM the other paper* in (Ae County com- !
Mwd do not reach to many. THE AmerifcSS American

far additional

HALL

Moot cock county, and hat never claimed to
ho, but it it the only paper that ean propbe called a County paper; all the
coot ere merely local paper*. The eireulaThe American, barring the Bar
ftn
fkarbor Record'* eummer lift, ie larger
•cn that of all the other paper* printed
At Hancock county.

eeiy

Bounty
Gordon

is

at

F.

ris’

H.

Florence Dunn and Lola Dyer
JMt lor Northeast Harbor Friday.
Mrs. MartLa Hill of Cherrytield, is the
gpaest of her niece, Mrs. W. E. Bragdon.

Harry
dtmg store

at York

position

Beach, tor the

in

a

season.

son’s

NATIONAL
BISCUIT
COMPANY

S

.chocU^*

gam.! ,".j

--

3
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HirUfcaS

Thinks It Saved
Dester M. Nelson, of Naples V.;L
in s
letter:’ “I
New Discovery many
king sre^nt
yZl *
coughs and colds, and I think’itCS
ife. I have found it a
throat and lung complaints, and
more be without a bottle thin
without food.” For nearly
New Discovery has stood at the LSi
throat and lung remedies. Aa a
omU
ive of pneumonia, and healer
lungs it has no equal. Sold under nIS
anteeat E. G. Moohk's druir
«■
and fl. Trial bottle free.

J?
reliable2S
3?
JS*

cottage.

‘(o»

Miss Julia Campbell is home from Wat-

JWaisdell, arrived Saturday from Washington, D. C.
Russel Swan is employed at Kennebunkflwrt for the season. Miss Susie Swan will
gp there in July.
A third incubator hatch at the chicken
jard of Mrs. J. W. Blaisdell, increases her
dock to nearly 500.

„«.£*

All."

Mrs. Harriet Fitzsimmons, with her
daughter. Miss Evelyn, has opened her
cottage for the season.

happy.

.brent

RoeetU

Howe Homer, Leslie Romer
Arthn
Harold Hodgkins,
Carpenter, Mansell Gsrhnd ,ns
Garland. On Friday the
hayrack ride to Blunt s ,,ond
was spent in Ashing and
dinner was served in the
groy,
way home the coaling station at
was visited.
June JO.

Mrs. Hannah Cookson and Miss Mildred
Robinson have gone to Bouthwest Harbor
for the summer.

the ginger snap snappy
mat’s made millions

Rev. A. W. Lorimer preached at Eden
EBanday. He was accompanied by Mrs.
JLenmer.
Miss Ella C. Browne, aunt of Mrs. J. W.

Mrs. Arthur

UnStJ**

Mrs. Bowie has joined her husband here.
They are to keep house in Albert Richard-

ZuZv

j

M.rshsU V*
Marshall, Dorothy Leland, ’*]:
ter, Fanny Garland, Harden S'1
were:

Thomas McGuire and Alex. Anderson
leave to-day for their homes in New York
and Barre, Vt.

More fun than a
circus in every
box of

Misses

a

TRENTON.

house.

new

it

School in district No. 6
clo-s
•Iter > nine-weeks' term
M. Reed. There not

James Crockett, of Southwest Harbor,
is doing the mason work on William Mor-

Wacom ber. Seal Harbor.

M. Wooster has

QUARRY.

J. H. Macomber.

from

home

she hu
been
burn cUeeicel institute.
June 22.

Thomas Seavey has been confined to the
house for several days with a lame foot.
W. C. Clifford, with hie wife and daughter, from Bethel, Vt., spent Sunday with

FRANKLIN.
Mure hie

errille, where

■X'lrr pofri

Mrs. George Murray, with her infant
eon, will leave to-day for Portland.

news.

atacksport seminary.
Ralph Wooster is employed by

rrr

George Innii bee gone to Sullivan, where
he has employment.
Mra. William Danby has sold her houae
to Benjamin Chittick.

in

only paper printed

Cbmiy fm

Works Ye

By Their

Fernald and young son, of
are guests of A. B. Fer-

Waltham, Mass.,
■nld and

wife.

Shall Know Them

Hal C. Bunker and his brother Eugene
■ill carry on the business of their father,
She late C.T. Bunker.
The many friends of Fred Blaisdell and
■rife extend sympathy in the death of
Staeir

j

daughter Rena.

Miss Olive Coolidge, of Lamoine, a
teacher here, was in town last
week to attend graduation.
Mrs. Elizabeth Gates, with little daugh- ;
tar Bdna, of Castine, is at the home of her
parents, John D. Perkins and wife.
tanner

Miss Macomber was called to attend the
tameral of the young daughter of Harry
Wentworth and wife Sunday afternoon.

For Additional

June ly.

paduation exercises of the grammar
grades in town at the Baptist church Fristay evening. A large class of applicants
tar admission to the high school passed the

mont has

number of

guests,

among them

Henry Inman,

who

usually

comes

early

prepare his flower garden for the season,
was somewhat delayed this year by reason
of the great Are at Atlanta, Ga., which
destroyed much valuable property owned
by him.
to

“We

never

miss the w’ater till the well

dry” is also true of water pipes. A
shut-off yesterday and to-day on account
runs

of

a

leak in the main has set the towns-

people hunting up
springs
the vicinity.
Miss Beatrice Carroll, who graduates at
idle wells and

in

Tuesday, Harbors as a candidate for the vacant
aged eighteen years,
pulpits at these places. No reason was
Rena
was an
day.
\ exceptionally brightfand interesting girl, given for the failure to All the engagement.
examination.
very ambitious, and of a lovable disposiMiss Emma Anderson, who has been
The Children’s day concert last Sunday tion. Notwithstanding much of her life
1
weening drew a crowded house, the lads had b^en Hampered by poor health, she one of the teachers at Good Will Farm,
.■d lassies being as usual entertaining in : always maintained a cheerful disposition and who spent a week with Mrs. Nellie
afceir parts. Especially pleasing were the which made her a universal favorite at Hanna, also a week at the Centre, the
aecitations by the daisy class of twelve home and elsewhere.
Her illness was guest of Mrs. Pearl Robbins, left for her
girls, and those by Edna Gates and Ethel characterized by great patience and home in Fairfield to-day much refreshed
Jfrench, and the motion song by Gene- Christian fortitude, and she was hopeful by her vacation. Miss Anderson will reto the very last, though calmly resigned to turn to her work
among the Good Will
vieve Havey and Gertrude Bragdon.
The the will of
God. She will be greatlv
ringing by the school was good. The aec- missed in the home and the neighborhood, pupils in September.
wations

were

pretty

and tasteful.

Vida Springer, organist.
June 22.

away at her borne here

j June 16, at 10 p.
one

month

and

her
never be

and

m.,

one

The friends of Mrs. W. T. Holmes and
of Miss Esther Dixon are hoping to see a
pen sketch of their trip to Scotland in the

quiet, unassuming
forgotten. The family
sympathy of the entire community.

Miss
B.

season

by

guests.

22._9pray.

SEAL COVE.

|

Mrs. Jennie Callahan is employed at the
Freeman house, Pretty Marsh.
Roland Ashley has gone to Seal Harbor,
be has employment for the season.

H. L. Sawyer was chosen delegate to the
democratic county convention, June 17,
not J. J. Heath as reported.

will
has the

manner

Th?

June 20.

N.

Mrs. Sophronia Harper is visiting relatives at McKinley.
Miss Gertrude Carver is home from
Head, where she visited friends.

Owl’s

Miss Emma Anderson, of Fairfield, one
of the instructors at Goodwill Farm, is the
guest of Mrs. P. S. Robbins, at Bayside*
Mrs. Robbins and **iss, Anderson were
guests of W. W. A. Heath and family on

Friday.
The

Cove

Centre Babbath
schools united to observe Children’s day,
and carried out the following program on
Sunday evening, Juife 21: Processional;
welcome
song; reading from Psalms,
school; prayer. Rev. F. L. Provan; recitaBeal

and

AFTER

BEFORE

where

David Hudnut and wife, of Brookline,
the Ricker
institute in Houlton this
are visiting Mrs. Hudnut’s father,
spring, has remembered her friends here Maas.,
K. L. Latty, and other relatives in town.
with the class announcement and invitaMrs. Sarah Snow, of Bangor, is the guest
tion. While but tew can accept, all her
friends feel that she will acquit herself of her sister, Mrs. R. L. Latty. She also
visited her niece, Mrs. L. R. Hodgdon.
with honor on the trying occasion.
Mrs. W. J. Harper arrived home Friday
The Congregational church here has been
twice disappointed at the non-arrival of a from Portland, where she has been for
minister who had been engaged by Mr. surgical treatment. Her many friends are
Harbutt to come to Southwest and Bass glad to learn that she is much improved.

long illness Rena, the oldest
daughter of Fred E. Blaisdell and wife'

passed

a

earlier in the

The Ys. neld their meeting on the church
steps last Friday evening. They voted to
send five dollars to help pay an interpreter
who is to go with a missionary to China.
A committee was appointed to arrange for
a clambake for Friday evening, June 26.
The place will be selected later. After
the regular meeting, Miss Esther Dixon,
returned from Scotland,
who has just
talked a little about her trip.
Press Scpt.
June 22.

the Misses Long and Whittier, with many
more listed for June 30.

a

1

June

The recent heat wave baa hastened the
of summer visitors. The Clare-

R.

_

numerous

arrival

Burleigh Swan is at home from Bucks- over Sunday.
Bart, having graduated from the com me rLin wood Young arrived Sunday from
ttifll course at the seminary, winning first
called here by the serious illness
Boston,
yrize for excelling in work.
of his mother, Mrs. Nelson Young.
Charles Campbell and daughter, Mrs.
Mrs. Lydia Springer came home ThursMtaldwin, of Cherryfield, called on friends
after spending several weeks with
tan Saturday, on the way to their cot- day,
her daughter, Mrs. Howard Lord, at East
tage at Hancock Point, for the season.
Surry.
A horse owned by the late J. P. Gordon,
Edgar Springer and family and Mrs. N.
■ad which has for several years received
H. Tinker and family spent Saturday
flta faithful care of Mrs. Adalaide Dunn I
night and Sunday with friends here. Mrs.
gad family, died last week at the age of
Lydia Springer accompanied them home
'Bownty-six years.
for a short visit.
Mrs. H. F. Collins and daughter returned
June 22.
taoza Bangor Saturday. Miss Virginia,
EAST FRANKLIN.
wtao had anticipated the trip with childish
aathusiasm, was unfortunate in contractWilfred H. Gordon's children, who have
been quite ill, are gaining slowly.
tag chicken pox while away.
The music by the choir at the MethoBertha, the three-old-daughter of Harry
diat church Sunday, which is highly spoken Wentworth and wife, who had been ill
a
included
duet
Mrs.
Watson
and
af,
by
about
three
weeks
with tubercular
Vfcank Blaisdell. The anthem, “Remem- trouble, died Juue 18. Much
sympathy is
ber now thy Creator,” was finely ren- extended to the heart-broken
parents.
After

ar-

with his crew, putting the highways
and sidewalks in good condition.

wife, of Bar Harbor,
guests of E. E. McFarland and wife

The district schools have closed. A
■ovel feature connected therewith was the

other page»

busy

Frank Walls and

banquet given

Messrs. Norwood, Carroll and Higgins in
the large office of Lawyer Norwood, where
the table appointments and service were
excellent and fully appreciated by the

Road Commissioner Fred Robinson is

Mrs. Wilson Eaton went to Northeast
Harbor Saturday for a short visit.

dered.

»ee

Joseph Cooper, jr., of Philadelphia,
rived with his family last week.

PARTRIDGE COVE.

were

County Xeic*.

tine

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

Y.

June 22.

j

*■

COUNTY NEWS.

livered by Rev. Mr Case at the church, and
services at the grave were conducted by the
G. A. R. and relief corps. The pall-bearers
The choir sang several
were six veterans.
selections.

Above

we

1907, the

one

with

a

two
at

picture* of Hr*. C. H. Crocker. The

the right

waa

taken March 1, 1908.

one

»t

left

was

taken Oct.

7,

The two pictures, although taken

small camera, apeak louder than words.

Mrs. Crocker, when seen by the writer.
*4 have worked very hard and some
fourteen years ago became run down in
hMlth and strength and in fact 1 got so
weak that it was necessary to call a physician, who Mid that I had a very bad case
of liver trouble, and an ulcerated stomach;
the ulcerated stomach is what caused me
so mueh
pain and my liver trouble caused
my constipation and severe headaches. 1
took treatment and followed it op for several months, but seemed to get no permanent relief. My suffering grew worse and
none of the local doctors seemed to be
able to help me.
I was advised to go to
Boston, where I consulted several spec1
continued
to suffer and
still,
ialists;
constantly grew larger and was told it
was enlargement of the liver.
After being treated in Boston some time I went to
where
1
also consulted sevLowell, Msm.,
eral physicists, but as I seemed to get no
better, I came to Portland and went into
the hospital; the treatment at the hospital and the rest seemed to do me a little
good, but shortly 1 was as bad off as ever,
so went to Lewiston and again consulted
a physician, but they all seemed to tell
me the same story
that 1 had an enlarged liver, a stomach trouble, kidney
trouble, together with a valvular heart
trouble that at times would throw me into
spasms which would last so long that my
husband and neighbors thought 1 would
never come out of them, as 1 would be
perfectly unconscious and cold as though

long I bad bean suffering

Mid:

—

I

I
I

|

i

from a tumor,
•ton acb and liver trouble, describing my
numb spells and in fact ray general symptoms better than 1 could have done myself. This of course gave ray husband
great faith in Dr. Merrow. and as he
assured me that he had cured many worse
cases than mine, I at once placed myself
He asked permisunder his treatment.
sion to take a picture of me in his office,
later he should
that
a
few
months
saying
want to take another one, so I could see
the great difference in myself, and as he
said he would not show the picture without my consent, 1 allowed this to be done.
I have been to his office regularly once a
month up to March 4th, and on that day
the Doctor took the second picture of me,
in which one can see the difference. Last
October I could hardly walk without help:
me
my tumor seemed so heavy it weighed
down, my bowels were constijMted, my
kidneys bothered me very much and my
heart was so weak that 1 could hardly go
assistup rising ground or stairs without
of
ance, but with five months' treatment
Dr. Merrow lam to-day what 1 consider
in good health.
My tumor has disapkidpeared, my bowels are regular, raynumb
neys are normal, I have none of the
self
call
1
my
in
fact
spells with my heart,
in perfect health, and I bless every hair or
and
all
done
Dr. Marrow’s head. He has
more than he said he would in my case,
and I have talked with many of bis patients and find that nearly all are as loud
Dr. Merrow is
in his praise as I am.
losurely doing wonderful work in this
and I thank God that such an able

post-cards
MARIA V1LLE.
and books of views brought home by the
John Smith, of Franklin, is visiting his
tion* Gwendolyn Kelley; singing; exerRosie Frost has gone to Bar Harbor for j travellers are numerous and
varied, and
mu George here.
cise, Velma and Marjory Murphy; recitaher health.
inanj- are grateful for a sample view of
P. B. Russell and wife have returned
tion, Grace Murphy; singing; exercise,
Charles Morrison, jr., of Bar Harbor, is noted places or historic castles.
six girls; recitations, Bernice Ashley, |
from Auburn and opened their cottage.
1 was dead. I gradually grew' worse and
at the Morrison farm for a vacation.
At the grammar school graduation the
Marjory Hodgdon; singing; recitations, j kept bloating, as the doctors called it, cality,
Mrs. Wellington Barbour, of Foxcroft, j
is permanently located in our
and Mr. Jordan, of prize offered by Mrs. Trask for the best
Ludolj-h
Hodgkins
Gladys Gray, Hylvia Carver; solo, Jennie ; from gas im my stomach and bowels, until physician
* the guest of her mother, Mrs. E. V.
midst. 1 gladly give these facts for the
Bar Harbor, were in town Sunday visiting essay was awarded Christopher Lawler,
four
about
when
one
of
Banyears
ago,
Walls; recitations, Gladys Higgins, Gladys
benefit of other sufferers, so they may
Young.
whose paper, delivered as an oration, “The
made an exam- know to not
relatives.
Grace Gray; music; recitation, gor's leading physicians
only find relief but a cure.
Murphy,
and
told
ination
me
I
had
fibroid
tumor.
Mrs. Daniel Champion and family, who
Life of Lincoln,” was excellent in compo“Mrs. C. H. Crocker.
Mr. Jordan, of Bangor, and a friend
Carmen Harper; exercise, “Building;” This seem very strange after so
j
many
phy»ave spent some time with her mother, reMrs. C. H. Crocker and her husband are
sicians in Boston, Low'ell, Mass.; Portfrom Boston were in town Sunday, at the sition and finely delivered. “The Clans- remarks, Rev. F. L. Provan; offering and
well
and
turned to her home in Lawrence Friday.
favorably known in Bangor.
men,” a historical sketch of the Ku-Klux voluntary; singing, ••America;*’ benedic- land, Lewiston and Bangor, Me., had told
home of G. A. Frost.
Their postoffice address is R. F. D. >o. l,
me it was my stomach trouble which afmovement, was the prize given by the tion. The
Frank Jordan and wife, who have been
program was well carried out. fected my heart, causing those dreadful Bangor, Me.
OBITUARY.
teacher.
June 22.
headaches and numb spells.
N.
After being
News has been received here of the living at Somesviile the past year, are at j
i informed that I had a tumor, 1 consulted
of much interest to all the
An
event
death of Benjamin Franklin Salisbury, home for the summer.
SEAWALL.
eight physicians and they all agreed that
friends of Rev. C. F. Dole and family will
j
SPECIAL NOTICE.
better known as Frank Salisbury, a native
Lillian Wight, Myrtle Spurling and
! it was a tumor and that the only relief
take place at the “Ledge” cottage on July
Mrs. M. E. Moore is keeping house for was an
Dr. Merrow- is permanently located at 8*J
operation at the hospital, but
af this town. Two brothers and one sisLaura Frost, all of Waterville, are visiting
I
6. It will be a piazza wedding, when
R. E. Newman.
reading in the papers of several tumors Central Street. Graham building.
ter survive him—Meltiah and Isaac, who ; their mother, Mrs. Matilda Frost.
I that had been removed by Dr. Merrow office days for free consultation are MonHorace Mann will claim as bis bride Miss |
Newman is getting his small
Edgar
reside here, and Mrs. Abbie Higgins, of
j B. B. Burton has recently purchased the Winifred Dole, the only daughter of I sloop ready to launch.
| without the use of the knife, and after days, Wednesdays and Saturdays. Those
Indian Point. The following particulars 1 farm known as the Daniel Hill
| writing these people and finding they who cannot visit the doctor in person
farm, Rev. and Mrs. Dole. The bridegroom is a !
Henry Spurling is getting his sloop ; were very much pleased with what the should send for his self-examining outaf his death are from the Chico Enter- owned
by Wellington Haslam, of Ells- popular teacher in Milford academy, ready for the summer season.
doctor had done for them, my husband on fit at once and learn just what their disprise:
Oct. 7th, 1007, took me to Dr. Merrow’s 1 eases are and what to do to be cured, U
worth, and moved his family there.
Massachusetts, and Winifred has been
Mrs. Haynes, sister-in-law of Mrs. Lura office. Without
"*
my telling him anything curable.
Benjamin Franklin Salisbury, a man of
Address, with stamp, J*
Mrs. Lillie Jordan, of Oregon, arrived | known and loved here from childhood.
is
a
short
visit
here.
Dolliver,
making
in regard to my case, he asked me how Merrow-, M.
D., Bangor, Maine.
sterling worth, a friend to everybody, and a home
after an absence of sixteen
Isabel
Dolliver
Miss
returned
home
Thursday
The new fad of progressive dinners has
veteran of the Civil war, passed to the great
years. She is the daughter of the late Wil- struck Southwest Harbor, the first func- Thursday from the seminary at Bucksport.
beyond M,ay 22. 1908, at the soldiers' home in
Mrs. C. W. Newman, who has been ill |
liam Carr and the widow of Samuel Jortion proving a very enjoyable affair. this
Yountville, Napa Co., C'al., where he was un- !
spring, is now' doing her own house- i
dan.
dergoing treatment.
Beginning with Miss Annie Holmes, a work.
June 22.
He was born in Trenton, Me.. February 6,
S.
large party of young people made merry
C. E. Metcalf and wi fe, of Meiffield,
are
1832, and married Miss Mary Walker, of Belover the first course—soup with suitable
Mass., have opened their cottage for the
SOUND.
mont, Me., Sept. 15, 1855, who survives him.
season.
a
accompaniments, then adjourned to the
You get the full return from the fuel in
deven girls and three boys blessed this union,
William Dodge and family have moved
John Ward, who has been fishing out of
home of Miss Katharine Freeman for an
only four of whom are now living. They are to Seal Harbor, where Mr.
Rockland the past winter, was at home
CLARION because the accurate construcis em- elaborate chicken
Dodge
course, from there to last week.
Mrs. W. E. Tracy, of Franklin, Me., Mrs. H.
tion gives absolute control of the fire and
ployed.
Roderick Clark’s, where Mrs. Grace disG. Tracy, Wilton, Me., Mrs. R. R. Dow, Chico,
Mrs. Nira Tripp, who has been teaching
inch of the large radiating surface is
Walter
Blake
is
every
an
addition to pensed a menu of good things, then to the school here, returned to her home in
building
Cal., and John Salisbury, Wyandotte, Cal.
county paper.

NORTH LAMOINE.

souvenir

GREAT
HEATERS.

CLARION

FURNACES

his house.
Mrs. Ruby Dunton has just closed her
third term of school here. Pupils not absent a day were Reuben Brown and Pearl
Higgins. Mrs. Dunton has gone to Southwest Harbor, where her husband is em-

When the great war between the North and
South began, Mr. Salisbury entered as a volnnteer, being corporal of Lieut. A. R. Wescott’a company D, of the 31st Maine infantry,
serving until June 16,1865. He received his
honorable discharge at Alexandria.
Mr. Salisbury and hie family came to California in June, 1886, and settled at Brush
Creek, where they have since resided.
The interment took place at the Wyandotte
cemetery, May 26. An abld sermon was deW. B. Ward, of Dyersburg, Tenn., writes:
•"This is to certify tnat I have used Foley’s
Oriao Laxative for chronic constipation, and
it has proven without a doubt to be a thorough practical remedy for this trouble, and it
Is with pleasure 1 offer my conscientious
aeference.”—G. A. Pabchsk.

cottage, where Miss Dora served
and c%ke, thus closing the delightful banquet. This dinner party was
given as a complimentary return for the
Parker

ice-cream

A Grand Family Medicine.

ployed.

June 15.

•

H.

No Humbug.
No humbug claims have to be made for
Folev’s Honey and Tar, the well known remedy for coughs, colds and lung troubles. The
fact that more bottles of Foley’s Honey and
Tar are used than of any other cough remedy
is the best testimonial of its great merit.
Why then risk taking some unknown preparation when Foley’s Honey and Tar costs you
nc more and is safe and sure.—G. A. Paicku.

1

“It gives me pleasure to apeak a good
word (or Electric Bitters,” writes Mr.
Frank Conlan of No. 436 Houston St.,
New York. “It’s a grand family medicine for dyspepsia and liver complications; while for lame back and weak kidneya it cannot be too highly recommended.” Electric Bitters regulate the
digestive functions, purify the blood, and
impart renewed vigor and vitality to the
weak and debilitated of both sexes. Sold
under guarantee at E. G. Moore's drug
store. 50c.

Tilden June 13.

directly

Pbebe Rodiek and Miss Gladys
Conary, of Bar Harbor, were guests of Mrs.
last w eek.
Sawyer
Nancy
Mrs.

George Parker, with bis children, Harold
Mildred, and Miss Nora King, of
Danvers, Maas., have been visiting Miss
King’s mother the past two weeks.
Mrs. R. E. Newman has gone to Libby
Island light station to visit her daughter,
Mrs. W. P. Kent. Miss Clara is staying
with her grandmother, Mrs. Samuel
Moore.
While Capt. Samuel Moore was out fishing last week his tender loosed herself
from the mooring and went adrift. She
was secured and brought safely
back by
Edgar Newman.
June 22.
Dolly.

active.

These furnaces have simple, smooth turning, dockash coal grates and deep ash pits.
Made for coal only and for coal or wood,
both with and without hot water combination.

and

Send for circulars.

WOOD O BISHOP COESTABLISHED ■•)«.

»CE- BANGOR.
Sold by J. P.

ELDRIDOE,

MAINE.
Ellsworth, Maine.

MfryTY
re-

■

v

urday to apond hia vacation at the home
of his aunt, Mrs. Eben Salisbury. His
mother will Join him later.

NEWS.
*'«•

’“»*

*"

E. S. tally and wife have a honse foil of
guests. Among them are Mrs. Gay Fairbrother, of Bangor, and their daughter,
Mrs. Adalbert Crosby, of Bar Harbor.

CABTINE.

«|

Brown,

• Jveral
„

who has been employed
week*, is home.

Norton,

yacht, Capt.

KcUhtoek
week.
Bar Harbor laat

B^dpto
V
S ^nd
■°Yd.
•j,h

last

WCi:t to Ellsworth
the

democratic convention.

James
spending a lew
grandmother in Franklin. Monday

her

baa

■“'lanstte Robinson
■Varru.K"'",

"here

Burner school
■

Jordan and wife went to Clifton
to attend to some work in the lot
in that cemetery where Mrs.
Jordan’s
parents, brother and grandparents are
buried.

Gates is

■ Alice Keyes, of Bucksport,
house for
Hot at the Castine

E*

Field strawberries are plentiful this season, and two weeks ahead of last year.
Little Flora Edgecomb and Kufus Webb
were the first to find them two weeks ago.

the

will open here June
a

school

f

Rent's
normal

is home for her
Eleanor Stover

the spring ahe
Kn-acation. inDuring
B^n leachingand Alfred.of Boston,
Eer Brown weekswife,
with Mr. Brown's
Eg. lew
wife.
B. Brown snd
are

B.

a

quite

large party from the

ride and
enjoyed
Eh-* society
grange ball. North
■"upper at the
tine day and
greatly
E lt
a

was

„«s a

fcjtfnC
EgnbV

meeting waa held in Emerson
evening to start the new
The oftbe Castine Fraternity.
are: President, Edlor the first year
it H Carpenter; vice-president. Cl. W.
secretary, W. A. Hanscom;
Pearl Danforth. There will be a
Over fllty memol nine directors.
■ joined Thursday evening, and many
the meeting express their
were not at
A Beries of baseball
ntion to join.
other athletic sports arc
„ md

B,
|j..--.
|^r,
Id

and as soon as
ned lor the summer,
will be obtained for gym-

ible rooms
um.

reading room, social games, lec-

iind entertainments,
sell!.

°'

_

BLUE HILL.
onian M

rr.

l is

spending

the

summer

ome.

liver Adams is tbc guest of Mrs. H. E.

at

[iss Burnett, of Boston, is the guest of
• Alice Holt.

Mrs. Ella Thurston’s last week.

to

Mrs. Iiena Young, of South Bluehill,
and I). Edwin Allen, of North Sedgwick,
were married at Bluehill Saturday even-

Irs. Tapper is having repairs mode on
Fries cottage, which she purchased

ing, June 20. They have the best wishes
of all their friends.
Rae.
June 22.

Lizzie
Hinckley
Harbor for the season.

&
1

G.

has

gone

year.
Samuel Stevens, of New York, and
bs Pamelia Clough, of Brookline, Mass.,
ived June 17.
Icbcols closed June 1ft. In nearly all of
•in interesting programs were rendered

NORTH BROOKUN.

fr?.

iday afternoon.
Samuel Crocker and

Mrs. Clara Cole has returned after visiting relative* in Chelsea and vicinity.

Eugene Hamilton
visit to his

is home

parents, F.

H.

on

a

short

Hamilton and

wife.
a

diver

from Old

Mrs. Hattie Redman is recovering from

helping raise a scow in a bad attack of lumbago and muscular
t bay offJCbase granite works,
rheumatism.
krds have been received announcing the
F. L. Cole has purchased material of John
irriage of Miss Daisy Louise Clough Thurston for the purpose of building a j
I Charles Newcomb, of Boston.
woodhouse and a carriage house.
A baseball game wm played Saturday
The cottage formerly owned by Horace
tween the Bucksport juniors and Blue- Dame has been
bought and is now occuII team, the latter winning by a score of
pied by William WUleke, of Boston.
o3. F. E. McGouldrick waa umpire.
Charles Anderson and wife are at Adel
an

nth** pOfM

m

STONINGTON.
Mrs. Fred VinaJ, of Hurricane, is visiting friends here.
John W. Redman is in Boston visiting
his brother George.

George Marks has gone to Bangor, where
he h»B employment.
Byron Miller lannebed bis motor boat,
the

\

Beatrice Gordon ; piano dnet, Ruth Allen,
Miss Bartlett; reading, Ina Willey; solo,
Marian Mattocks. A. P. Havey, the superintendent, being absent, there were a few
well-choeen remarks by Miss Helen Smith.
The graduates were only two in number,
Galen Havey and Miss Beatrice Helen
Gordon, both of whom made an excellent
showing in their studies. Fruit punch
and cake were served.
June 22.
M.

have been

Among recent arrivals at Parker Point
e Victor Strobel and family, of PhilaIphia, who now own the Lusk cottage,
dTheodore Nevins and family, of Pittsrg, Pa.

bert Seavey’s called here by the illness of
Mrs. rieavey, who is Mr. Anderson’s sister.
SUB.
June 22.

WEST BROOK UN.

R. C. Bridges has moved his family to
A handsome stained glass window has
it been placed in the Congregational Long island, where he has a fish trap.
arch by Mrs. Fisher and Mrs. Hall, in
Miss Lutie Bridges visited her sister,
HnoryofMrs. HaH’s son Norman, and Mrs. Lillian Lufkin, at West Sedgwick reFdtber Fisher, who was the grandfather cently.
these two ladies. About a year ago the
Luke Carter is building a large henarch received a bequest of |500 by the j house. He is
going into the poultry busiill of Miss Enieline Spofford, who gave
ness on a large scale.
in memory of her mother, a former 1
Maurice Lufkin, who has been visiting
ember of the church and a daughter of j
his grandparents a few weeks, has rebn Peters.
turned to his home in West Sedgwick.
Jane 22.
M.
Ahira Bridges, who has been home for
BLCEH1LL FALLS.
two weeks, went to Bar Harbor Saturday
Lillian Johnson, of Camden, is visiting to join the steamer Samoset, on which he
will he employed this season.
sr sister, Mrs. Austin Cbatto.
B.
June 22.
Several from this place attended the

j

Barterly meeting at South Bluehill.
Mrs. Angie Bray is helping at the Hill
Mage, occupied by the £dison family.
Mr. Bonsack and family arrived Friday
I Winnecowetts cottage, for the season.
Mr. Dudgeon and family left Saturday
Winter Harbor to visit friends over

*

Mday.
Miss Delia Lee was called to New Hamplire last week by the sudden death of her
(other.
Mrs. Cecil Grey and Bon returned home
Mrs. Grey will go to Bar
hnd to spend the summer with her huswho is at work there.
Jane 22.
Crumbs.

To all persons Interested m either of tMan*
tales hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in snP
for the county of Hancock, on the seoaoA
day of June, a. d. 19OT
following matters having been pi
stnted for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it Is hereby ordered that antice thereof be given to all persons Interested
by causing a copy of this order to be Mjbtfshed three weeks successively iu the Elioworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, In said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Blno~
hill, in said county, on the seventh day eff
July, a. d. 1906, at ten of the clock in tin
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they see

Bucklen’s Arnica Halve. Less than half
a 25 cent box won the
day for »ne by

of

affecting

a

perfect

cure.”

Hold

under

THE

guarantee at £. G. Moose’s drug store.

Stbtrt lament*,.
We

1

promptly obtain P. 3. and Foreign

GREAT POND.

Gwendolyn, Friday.

Florian Arey, who graduated at Hebron,
is home for the summer.

The

WINTER HARBOR.
Arthur

Tracy

is

quite

ill

with typhoid

Mr.

Alfred Merchant, who has been at work
on a government job at Eastport, returned

Wednesday.
H, G. 8mallidge and Mrs. William P.
attended Pomona grange at
Lamoine Wednesday.

Guptill

of

the

past

Saturday.
Mr. Head, of Detroit, who has lately
visited his daughter, Mrs. George Hatch,
returned home Friday. His daughter accompanied him home.
Mrs. Tuft, of Waltham came to her new
home here on Thursday, her husband
and son having been here some weeks
looking after their new farm.
Mrs. Mary Dorr, with little granddaughter, who has been with her daughter,
Mrs. Francis Stanley, went to their home
in Cambridge, Mass., this week.
The grange observed Hag day June 13.
Notwithstanding the difficulties under
which they labored owing to the illness of
their lecturer, the evening was passed
pleasantly and the talk was instructive
and interesting.
June 18.

June 22.

R.
BUCKSPORT.

Miss Harriet Louise Page, of this place,
married Wednesday, June 17, to Archibald Louis Cole, of South Paris, at Gorham,
N. H., where for the past two years Miss
Page has taught school. After a brief
wedding trip, they will return to South
was

Paris.
Rev. James W. Price, who has been pastor of the Franklin street Methodist
church more than two years, has resigned
and been transferred to the Oregon conference. Mr. Price was obliged to make
this change on account of Mrs. Price’s
health.
BAR

hardwood floor is being laid in
Union hall.
new

Whooping cough
ance

among

is

making its

appear-

the children.

Children's day was observed here by
fine concert in the evening.

a

Rev. Nathan Hunt is spending a few
days here and at West Btonington.
Mrs. George Hatch left for Detroit Saturday, accompanied by her father, Alvah
Head.

Ralph Buckminster and family, of
Sedgwick, have been visiting Mr. Buckminster’s father, S. G. Buckminster.
Dr. C. C. Messer
left for their
home at Turner’s Falls, Mass., Monday.
Dr. Messer has purchased some real estate
here of J. Bnmigion, and will uuild a cotand

wife

tage.
June 15.

Grey
Sunday.

over

was

at home

from

Abbie Clark is in Bangor visiting her
aunt, Mrs. Lee.
Mrs. Georgia Lynarn has returned home
from Massachusetts.

Henry Workman

and

family

have

rented

once

Ellsworth Falls the past week.
Lakewood baseball team is practicing for a game at Ellsworth on the Fourth,
The

Martin A. Garland is employed at Bar j
Harbor for the Bar Harbor Coal Co. this
week.
Clarence
at

Garland,

who has

been

em-

Somesville the past year, has

re-

turned home.
David Salsbury is finishing up his
stock of trunk cleats which he sawed out
the

past

Mrs.

winter.

NICOLIN.
Maddocks is at home for the !

summer.

Lewis Flood is slowly improving, but is
up.
Mrs. Emma Richardson, of Bar Harbor
is at Jenness McGown’s.

not able to sit

Mr. Taylor gave an interesting talk
the church Sunday evening.
Nicolin grange will not meet the first
Saturday of July, as it falls on the Fourth.
Rev.

at

rind,

^HIE^BHEUMATISII

la critically ill.

June 22.

8. Carpenter and wife, of Sharon, Mass.,
Charles Whitcomb, of Ellsworth Falls,
who have been at their cottage here the
*•* at his farm
NORTH SULLIVAN.
is
farm
The
Sunday.
past week, will return home Sunday.
“•naged by AtweU Edgecomb.
Alonzo G. Gordon is convalescing
Graduation exercises were held in the his recent illness.
Mr*’ Martha Blmisdell, of Old Orchard,
church at Swan’s Island. The

H.

_

*ho has been here with relatives for two
returned last Saturday.

Methodist

graduates were Hazel May Smith, JesBie
Goldie Maud Stinson, Goldie
Miss Lyda Young, who has been seri- Burns,
t ranees Staples, Daisy Edna Stanley,
***lj ill the past week, ia better. All her
Bessie W. Joyce, Thelma Gladys Robinson,
“lends are hoping for her
speedy recovery. Bessie Jennie MoKay, Margery Rebecca
CJeweilyn Salisbury and wife have Smith. The (exercises were fine, and a
the Granville Jellison farm for a large gathering showed the interest and
J*»ted
tom of years and took
possession last appreciation of the people. This year’s
»eek.
class is the largest ever graduated here.
S’
June 19.
Philip Rouliard, of Boston, arrived Sat-

from

Miss Flossie Butler has returned from
where she has been for two
weeks.
Sidney Havey and wife visited Mrs. Havey’s parents, Edward Jellison and wife,
at East brook Sunday.

Ellsworth,

The high school graduation sociable at
Sullivan Harbor, Friday evening, was a
pleasant gathering. The following program wTas enjoyed by all: Piano solo,

or rheumatism at any season of the
ear, it will do good twice as quickly
his month. 4m*
The Anodyne has a peculiar action,
baking through the pores of the skin
p the aching tissues and throbbing
so that it does far more good
jan
any ordinary local application,
t the same time, a small dose is taken
nternally which soothes and quiets
he whole nervous system, and helps
xpel the Uric Acid from the blood.
Neuralgic Anodyne is so successful
1 curing rheumatism, neuralgia, headache, toothache, and all nervous and
nuscular pains, that dealers everywhere are authorized to refund the
noney if It does not do all that is
llaimcd for it.
A large-sized bottle costs 25c.
The
Co., Portland, Me.

Serves

.witcbeTl-CbampUn

STATE OF MAINE.
ss:—At a probate court held at

our

Lord

one

thousand

nine

hundred and

e*ght.

at

Chester

Bangor

is able to be about

Sidney Moore, of Nicolin, was here Saturday and Sunday.
Roland Salsbury was in Ellsw orth Saturday and Sunday.
Arthur Moore, wife and daughter, of
Green Lake, were here Sunday.
Miss Mabel Salsbury has been visiting

ployed

Barticular

Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on
tbe second day of June, in the year of

more.

A.

SULLIVAN HARBOR.
Mamie

George Boynton

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Sarah A. Nauglor, of Bucksof Hancock, St*te of
by
mortgage deed dated June 29.
1907, and recorded in Hancock county regis
try of deeds, in book 445, page 360. conveyed
to me, the undersigned, Mary T. Gray, of said
Bucksport, certain real estate, being thus described in said mortgage deed:
A certain
piece of land situated in said Bucksport being a part of lot 136 in the fifth range of lots
on town plan of lots in said Bucksport, containing thirty acres more or less, and more
description in a deed from Thomas
iewey to Rufus Moulton under date of June
8, 1863, and recorded in Hancock registry of
deeds, book 123, page 198, to which reference
is had for more particular description, said
land having been by deed of transfer by said
Moulton to Doane B. Hew-ey as per deed recorded in Hancock registry of deeds, book
131. page 316. Then transferred by Doane B.
Hewey to Thomas Hewey by deed recorded in
Hancock registry of deeds, book 135, page 13,
and whereas the condition of said mortgage
is broken, now therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof. 1 claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage and give this no*
t.cefor that purpose.
Mary T. Gray,
By T. H. Smith, her attorney.
Bucksport, Maine, June 12,1908.

WHEREAS
port, county
her
Maine,

Hancock

LAKEWOOD.

OCEANV1LLE.

A

HARBOR.

A warrant has been posted calling a
special town meeting Friday afternoon,
June 26, for t he purpose of electing a selectman and assessor to till the vacancy caused
by the death of Eli/ u T. Hamor. There
are three candidates for the vacancy, B. S.
Higgins, John E. Bunker and Calvert G.
Hamor.

H.

Charles W. Webb is visiting relatives
in Belfast.

fever.
Mrs. Laura Grant, of Bar Harbor, spent
Sunday with relatives in town.

Sharon, Mass., and little
spent their vacation here
three years, are
expected

Pringle,

son, who have

the Pineo house for the present.
Joseph Harvey, of New Brunswick, and
The summer schedule of five boats a day
Abbie Whitehouse, of this town,
home
Melvin McGown has returned
for Sullivan went into effect to-day.
were married June 20.
from Bar Harbor, where he has been visMrs. Robinson, of New Brunswick, is
Among the arrivals at Grindstone Neck
iting relatives and friends.
this week were W. H. Duff and wife, of visiting her sister, Mrs. James 'Meynell.
of
L.
J.
and
Mrs.
of
New
Taylor,
Mrs.
H.
J.
York,
Boardman,
Massachusetts,
OTIS.
Don’t think that piles can’t be cured. Thouis visiting her aunt, Mrs. Mary Franklin. sands of obstinate cases have been cured by
Will Stanley, ol Brewer, spent Saturday Cleveland, O.
to
Miss Ella Moore arrived Sunday
ight and Sunday here.
Lucy Hobart Day, national lecturer of Doan’s Ointment. 50 cents at any drug store.
Richard Salisbury, of BBngor, has been spend the summer at her cottage at Grind- the Equal Suffrage league, will speak at —zldt't.
the
made
trip the church Thursday evening.
stone Neck. Miss Moore
Mown a few days visiting friends.
dfebertteemnu*.
from New York in her automobile.
The two graduates from the high
Irving Salisbury is visiting his grandE.
June 22.
were Beatrice Gordon and
school
this
year
“ents, Horace Salisbury and wife, of
NOW.
Galen Havey. The sociable given in their
hewer.
ATLANTIC.
honor Friday evening was a very pleasant
la the Best Time to Get Rid of
,'his
Charles Fogg and wife, of Ellsworth,
Schools closed Thursday.
affair. The hall was prettily decorated in.
'ere guests of E. L. Grover and wife
^ the Disease.
Melvin Staples, of Cambridge, Mass., is red and white, the class colors. The pro- ’'Of all'seasons In the year none is
Wed ay
relatives here.
gram consisted of readings, vocal and letter than the present for the treatMrs. Mary Remick went to Ellsworth visiting
after which dancing oent and cure of rheumatism. While
Rilla Staples, who haB been teach- instrumental music,
Miss
ine
day last week to see her sou Reuben,
Punch and cake were served. leuralgic Anodyne is an unfailing cure
was enjoyed.
»ho
ing school at Deer Isle, is at home.

Wednesday.

“onths,

Tom Moore, of Rural Route 1, Cochran,
Ga., writes: 4iI had a bad sore come on
the instep of my foot and coaid find nothing that would heal it until I applied

cause.

Samuel p. Mason, late nf Or land, in aa£A
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be tbe last will and testament <jf
.•aid det eas d, togethA with petition for perbate theieof, presented by Frances M. Mas—y,
the executrix therein named.
Hatcil D. Bridges, late o Verona, in—M
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be laet will and-testament of sifiA
deceased, together with petition for probate
thereof, pres nted by Fred E. Bridges, tee
executor therein named.
Edward P. Currier, .ate of Sedgwick, in raiA
A certain instrument purcounty, deceased
porting to be the last will and testament ml
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Surah A. Curiioy,
tbe executrix therein nanud.
Valentine Estes, late ot Dedham, in saSA
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testamenteff
said deceased together with petition tor probate thereof, presented bv Horace B. Esta^,
the executor therein named.
Olive F Whitmore, late of Verona, in ste£
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and tesiamentof
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presenteo by Avery H. Whitmore, tbe executor therein named.
Benjamin F. Phillips, late of Ellsworth, lu
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
purporting to be tbe last will and testament
of s«id deceased, together with petition tar
thereof, presented by Laura BL
probate tbe
executrix therein named.
Phillips,
Asa B. Young, late of
Dednam, in sstA
Petition that Alruemn
county, deceased.
Young or some other soi'able person be appointed administrator of the e ta,e of salt
deceased, presented by Almena Young, widoar
of said deceased.
Joseph Tagert Macauley, late of Philadelphia, state of Pennsylvania, deceased. Fetation that letters of administration with ttu
will annexed issue to Joseph A. Klingec,«ff
said Philadelphia, filed by said Joseph A.

_

CCarpenter went to
week U> sing at the
H

■iait

E
E

Otmnti/ Neu$

Springfield party which has been at
Alligator for a week, left for home SaturMrs. G. M. Babson, of Brooklin, is the day.
Frank Watts, who has a fine motor boat guest of Mrs. Stephen Sellers.
The circle has been entertained recently
in Beech Hill lake, is erecting a camp cotJohn L. Goss and family, of Dorchester, by Mrs. Annie Mclninch and Mrs. Nellie
tage on the picturesque shore of this Mass., are here for the summer.
Haynes.
beautiful lake which is becoming widely
Miss Sada Shuman and Miss Ruth WilMiss Selma B. Simpson has returned
known.
liams joined Good Will grange at Amherst
from-a visit with frends in Bluehill.
June 22.
Davis.
Miss Irene Marks, who has been attend- 1 Saturday evening.
Miss Lillian Clarry is to have the old
HAKBORHIDE.
ing the seminary at Bucksport, is home.
on the island in Great
pond taken
Mrs. Irving Gray is in Beverly, Mass.,
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Small are receiving cottage
down and a new one built.
visiting relatives.
on
the
birth
of
a
on
congratulations
son,
Miss Corinne Campbell, who has been
Mrs Ephram Dyer is working in Cautine June 18.
for the Rev. R. C. Douthitt.
Mrs. Sadie Simpson has been in Camden employed by Mrs. F. E. Mace, has relegal Notice*.
turned to her home in Amherst.
June IS.
G.
visiting her parents, Capt. Charles Chapin
F.
E.
Mace
and
John Laughlin attended
and wife.
NOTICE.
Albert Gray returned to Boston Monday.
I the democratic convention in Ellsworth.
the undersigned, the municipal ofCapt. Harry Gray is home from North
ficers of the town of Eden, In the
The salmon fishermen report a light
Mrs. Laughlin accompanied her husband. WE, of
Haven. He commands a yacht that sails
Hancock, and State of Maine, havcounty
catch this season.
June 22.
ing given notice to the owners of a certain
E.
from there.
and dangerous building, situated
dilapidated
Rollins Gray, of Sedgwick, is working
on the south side of West street, on land of
A memorial service was held at the ConFRA Nit UN ROAD.
the Rodick Realty Company, nest east of W.
for Decatur Gray.
gregational church Sunday morning. All! Mrs. Stella Shaw was in Ellsworth Sat- D. Conners’ building, so-called, and generally
Mrs. Ephraim Dyer is working in Css- K. of
known as the -Eagle House”, in Bar Harbor,
Ps. were invited.
in said Eden, by publication iu the Ellsworth
urday.
tine for Rev. R. C. Douthitt.
American, a newspaper in the same county,
Mrs. C. B. Stanley, of Mark Island light, ! Fred Graves is
building a stable for for three weeks successively, to wit, on May
Mrs. Ruth Davis, of Appleton, visited who has been
13, May 20 and May 27. 1908, that it was
visiting friends here, left Warren Graves., of Lamoine.
her niece, Mrs. M. L. Gray, last week.*
the intention of the said municipal officers
for Tremont Saturday.
Charles
Scribner
and wife, of Green to cause said building to be declared a nuisMrs. Edith Harris and daughter, of
ance which should and ought to be abated,
Juanita chapter, O. E. S., visited Harbor
were
here
of
last
week.
Lake,
Tuesday
removed or altered in accordance with the
Vineyard Haven, are visiting Mrs. Alvar- Light chapter, Deer Isle,
laws of Maine,
Wednesday evenChapter 22, Revised Statutes
Mrs. Mary Butler was called to Green of
ado Gray.
Maine; and that for the purposes set forth
ing, and spent an enjoyable time.
Lake Thursday, by the illness of her little in said notice a hearing would be held at the
has
Mrs. Irving Gray
gone to Beverly,
office of the selectmen of said town of Eden,
Chapt. Charles Cbapin, of Camden, is granddaughter, Doris Scribner.
at ten o’clock in tbe forenoon, June 4. a. d.
Mass., to visit relatives. Mrs. Jesse Gray again on bis
daily route between Stoning1908, that all persons interested might govern
Graves
has
C.
P.
returned
from
New
house
is keeping
for her.
themselves accordingly; and having in acton and Isle au Haut with steamer Day York.
His grandchildren. Edna and cordance
with said notice met at the office of
June 20.
G.
Dream.
Clarence Graves, accompanied him home. the selectmen of the said town of Eden, at
ten o’clock in the forenoon, on the fourth
22.
June
G.
day
The delegates chosen for the democratic
NORTH SEDGWICK.
of June, a. d. 1908. for tbe purposes set forth
in said notice, and after a hearing of tbe matWilliam Dymer, of Stonington, is visit- State convention June 30, are W. S. ThurSALISBURY COVE.
ter we did adjudge and do hereby adjndge the
low, E. J. Carter, Paul T. Small, F. 8.
said build in it to be a nuisance and
ing friends here.
dangerous,
John Stalfordand family,of Bar Harbor, and we, the said
Small, C. C. Thurlow, F. A. Torrey.
municipal officers, donereby
are occupying the A. B. Leland house for
Mrs. H. J. Allen, who has been very ill
make this our written order to be recorded in
Jime 22.
Nihil.
a month.
tbe
town
records
of
the
town
of
Eden, hereby
several weeks, is better.
that said building shall be forthJohn H. Donovan and wife, of Ells- prescribing
with torn down and that the lumber ard
R. C. Abbott and wife are visiting in
SOUTH DEER ISLE.
worth, were week-end guests of Miss debris shall be removed from the lot on which
Florence Pettingill.
said building stands.
Bucksport for a few days.
Mrs. William Saunders is ill.
Given under our hands at said Eden this
Mrs. Ceylon Emery and little daughter
An ice-cream sociable was held at Cnion
The children of Guy Cleveland and Hilda are visiting Mrs. Arthur Richard- fouith day of June, a. d. 1908.
E. T. H 4MOR.
hall Friday evening, for the benefit of the
Lyman Stinson have the whooping cough. son, of Southwest Harbor.
Frank E. Walls,
church. Proceeds, flO.
M. C. Morrison,
The pulpit of the Baptist church was
Mrs. David Warton and daughter, of
Selectmen of Eden.
Fred Sargent, wife and two children,
Sunday by Rev. Mr. Lorimer, of
Roscor A. Eddy,
Bangor, are visiting Mrs. Warton’s sister, occupied
Franklin, in the absence of the pastor,
and Mrs. Clara Clapp, of Sargentville, were
Building Inspector.
Miss Martha Barbour.
Miss Margaret Koch.

«■

has returned
she bR9 '**”

normal building. Quite

county NUWU.
Fh* hHditional

CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament of
Angelo T Freedley, late of Philadelphia, in
the county of Philadelphia, and state of
Pennsylvania, deceased, and of the probate
thereof in said state of Pennsylvania, duly
authenticated, having been presented to the
judge of probate for our said county of Hancock for the purpose of being allowed, filed
and recorded in tbe probate court of our said
county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks succesa
American,
sively in the Ellsworth
newspaper printed at Ellsworth, in said
county of Hancock, prior to the seventh day
of July, a. d. 1908, tnat they may appear at a
court, then to be held at filuehill,
probate
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
any they have, against the same.
EDWARD E. CHASE. Judge of Probate.
A true copy of tbe original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.

A

COMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE.
Hancock ss.:—Winter Harbor, Maine, June
8. a d. 1908.
IITE, the undersigned, having been duly
W appointed by the Honorable Edward
E. Chase, Judge ol Probate within and for
said county, commissioners to receive and decide upon tbe claims of the creditors of
James Broderick, late of Winter Harbor,
in tbe said county, deceased, whose estate has
been represented insolvent, hereby give public notice agreeably to tbe order of said judge
of probate, that six months from and after
the fifth day of May, a. d. 1908, have been allowed to said creditors to present and prove
their claims, and that we will attend to the
duty assigned us at the office of C. T. Hooper
& aon. Winter Harbor, on Wednesday, the
fifteenth day of July, and Tuesday, the fifteenth day of September, a. d. 1908, at 7 o’clock
iu the afternoon of each of said days.
Geo. C. Blance.
Joseph L. Smallidge,
Commissioners.

Klingea.

William O’Connor, late of Southwest Harbor, in said county, deceased. Final account
of Arno W. King, administrator, filed for u£tlement.
Waldo D. Cowing, late of Dedham. insafC
account of E. W.
county, deceased. First
Burrill, administrator, filed for settlement.
John J. Bridges, late of Bucksport, in naif
county, deceased. Third and last accountoF
Theodore H. Smith, execnor, filed for settlement.
Israel M. Webber, late of Brooksville, i&
said county, deceased.
First and final account of Benjamin F. Jones, administrate^,
filed for settlement.
Alpheus Herrick, late of Penobscot, in arid!
county, deceased. First account of Milton V-.
Herrick, administrator, filed for settlementAlso private account of Milton W. Herrick*
administrator, filed for allowance againstasM
estate.
Sarah F. Emerson, late of Castine, in suiA
county, deceased. First and final accountaf
Joseph W. Emerson and William I. EmeroMi*
executors, filed for settlement.
Nancy H. Emerson, late of Castine, in ctu4
county, deceased. First and final accounted
Josepb W. Emerson and William I. Emerson,
executors, filed for settlement.
Seth N. Wiley, late of Sedgwick, in soldi
First account of Seth ff.
county, deceased.
Wiley, executor, filed for settlement.
Charles A. Trask, late of Mount Desert, in.
said county, deceased.
Second account at
Maud E. Trask and Jerome H. Knowles, administrators, filed for settlement.
W. Simpson Carter, et als, minors, of Eden*
in said county. First account of Lesier P..
Carter, guardian, filed for settlement.
Philip W. K. Sweet, minor, of Sedgwick^ ini
said county. First account of Julia H. Sweet,,
guardian, filed for settlement.
Frederick Arnold Sweet, minor, of Sedgwick, in said county. First account of JuJm
H. Sweet, guardian, filed for settlement.
Christopner S. Leffingwell. late ot Eden, is
said county, deceased.
First and final account of Douglas Leffingwell, Mary Mutter
Leffingwell and Luere B. Deasy, trustees, filed
for settlement.
Lincoln C. Wright, late of Eden, in sa*A
county, deceased. Petition filed by Joseph E.
Tripp, administrator, for license to sell certain real estate of said deceased, as described
in said petition.
Mary A. Macomber, late of Ellsworth, ie
said county,deceased. Petition filed by William E. Whiting, administrator, for license
to sell certain real estate of said deceased, or
described in said petition.
John F. Peterson, late of Penobscot, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Lucy
Peterson, widow, for an allowance out of the
personal estate of said deceased.
Lincoln C. Wright, late of Eden, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Evie M.
Wright, widow, for an allowance out of the
personal estate of said deceased.
Waldo D. Cowing, late of Dedham, in saiA
county, deceased. Petition filed by Nellie IL.
Cowing, widow, for an allowance out of the
personal estate of said deceased.
Isidore Cornwallis, late of Castine, in said,
deceased. Petition filed by Augustine.
county,
H. Folsom, executor, of the last will and testament of said deceased, that the amount of
collateral inheritance tax upon said estate be
determined by the judge of probate.
Sarah F. Emerson, Tate of Castine, in said
Petition filed by Joseph
county, deceased.
W. Emerson and William I. Emerson, executors of the last will and testament of said deceased. that the amount of collateral inheritance tax upon said estate be determined bj
the judge of probate.
Nancy H. Emerson, late of Castine, in said
Petition filed by Joseph
county, deceased.
W. Emerson and William I. Emerson, executors of the last will and testament of said deceased, that the amount of collateral inheritance tax upon said estate be determined by
tbe judge of probate.
EDWARD E. CHASE. Judge of said Court
A true copy of the original orderAttest:
T. F. Mahoney, Register.

NOTICK OP F0RECL08URK.
TITHEREAS Malcolm M. Grant, of Worcester, Worcester county. Common weal tk
I?
of Massachusetts, by bis mortgage deed dated
the fifth day of October, a. d. J907. and recorded in the Hancock county. Maine, registry of deeds, book 445, page 129, conveyed ta
the undersigned, The First Natioual Bank of
Bar Harbor, a National Banking Association
and corporation organized under the laws ol
the United States and having a usual place of
business in the village of Bar Harbor, tows
of Eden, Hancock county, State of Maine,
one-half part undivided of a certain lot or
parcel of land, situated in Hancock county.
State of Maine, town of Southwest Harbor*
bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Beginning at a stake on the west side of the
PI^HE subscriber hereoy gives notice tbai
road leading to the Steamboat wharf on the
X be ha* been duly appointed adminis- line dividing Seth H. and H. H. Clark’s land;
trator of the estate of
thence following said line in a westerly diKBEN MERRILL, late of OTIS,
rection ninety-one feet to a stake; thence
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and running northerly forty feet to a bole drilled
in the ledge; thence running easterly pargiven bonds as the law directs. All persons allel
with the first mentioned line ninety-one
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for feet to the above mentioned road; thence folthe west side of the said road southlowing
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re- j
erly forty feet to the first mentioned bound
quested to make payment immediately.
containing three thousand six hundred forty
A. F. Burnham.
Ellsworth, JuneS. 1908.
(3.640) square reel more or less, together with
subscriber hereby gives notice that tne buildings or other appurtenances thereon.
And whereas the condition of said mortshe has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
gage has been broken, now therefore by reaABITHA H. WHITE, late of SULLIVAN, son of the breach of the condition thereof
the said First National Bank claims a forein the county of Hancock, deceased, and closure of said
mortgage and gives this notice
All per- lor that
given bonds as the law directs.
purpose.
demands against the estate
sons having
Dated at Eden, .Tune 8, a. d. 1908.
of said deceased are desired to present
The First National Bank
the same for settlement, and all indebted
of Bar Harbor.
thereto are requested to make payment im>
By Chas. H. Wood, its attorney.
Ida W. Boyntoi*.
mediately.
Sullivan, June 3,1908.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed aduiiuistrahe has been duly appointed adminis- | tor of the estate of
trator of the estate of
FRANK V. GRINDLE, late of CASTINE,
STERLING H. DORITY, late of SEDGWICK, in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All perin the county of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
given bonds as the law directs. All persons sons having demands against the estate
having demands against the estate of said of said deceased are desired to present
deceased are desired to present the same for the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imsettlement, and all indebted thereto are reEdward R. Adams.
| mediately.
quested to make payment immediately.
Fred H. Allbn.
Bangor, Me., June 8, 1908.
B1 uehill. June 4,1908.
subscriber hereDy gives notice that
subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
he has been duly appointed adminisof the last will and testament of
trator of the estate of
ABBY M. CAMPBELL, late of ELLSWORTH,
ADELE M. MARKS, late of ORLAND,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
given bonds as the law directs. All persons being required by the terms of said will
having demands against the estate of said All persons havin'? demands against the esdeceased are desired to present the same for tate of said deceased are desired to present
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re- the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imquested to make payment immediately.
Olive B. Hansoom.
Arthur E. Marks.
mediately.
i Ellsworth, June 8,1908.
Yarmouth, Me., Jane 3,1908.
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Stewart Bennett, tbe fourof Ernest L. and Marion 8.
year-old
Bennett, was the victim of a fatal accident
Monday noon, June 22. The little fellow
was on a heavy team with his grandfather,
Loring B. Bennett, when the horses beLin wood

son

SMnttenunta.

daisies, followed by Harry W. Rowe, who
performed the ceremony. The single ring
service was used. The wedding march
After
was played by Mrs. Edwin Wilbur.
the ceremony, ice-cream and cake were
served to a bouse full of guests. The bride
received many useful and pretty presents.
Gem.
June ‘22.

MEMBER 54TH CONGRESS

SOUTH SURRY.

Greene is visiting H. A.
frightened at the dropping of a rein. Bonsey.
The boy was thrown to the ground, and
Ray Gray is employed at Mr. Wilder’s
although living about four hours, was in- w bile Howard Cunningham, who has been
sensible. He was a very bright child, there the past few’ seasons, is at home
and great sympathy is extended the with bis grandparents, who are not able
family. The grandparents, with whom to be alone.
the little one had always lived, are comA meeting was held at the church Tuespletely prostrated by the shock. The day evening to make arrangements for rethe
this
being
are
grief-stricken,
parents
pairs upon the foundation of the church,
first death in their family of five children. w bich is
badly in need of them. A comfive
are
la
Leo
years; rrulLe was
Those surviving
F.,
appointed to secure estimates
Lawand
Clifton, three; Claudia, two;
from masons as tr- cost of the work and

Miss Helen

came

A Word to Graduates.
tor your graduaTo save yourself time, worry and money, come here
are complete
tion outfit: we make a specialty of these materials. Stocks
and values cannot be duplicated. All kinds of

White Goods,
Persian

Lawns,

,

Swiss Linen Lawn, Fine Batiste.
French Lawns.

Dotted

one

rence,

year.

be done

Gloves.
White Gloves m all lengths, gTades and quality. We have an especially
fine line of 16 and 20 button lengths ef Kid, Silk, and Lisle Gloves at very
much lower prices than ever. White Hosiery, Underwear, Corsets. Fans.

Ready-to-wear for Ladies.
We have sold more Ladies’ Suits
far this season than ever.

so

We

so

ment all

during

loving and devoted mother, and
after years was she repaid. The
love she bestowed upon them was lavishly
returned; her every wish was gratified,
and as with tearful eyes and well-nigh
breaking hearts they gathered around her
couch, realizing that ere long she would
leave this world forever, they spoke cheerfully to her, ministering to her themselves
a

to

the very last.
Her

three

wife of

daughters—Melissa,

Emerson D. Carr, of Pittsfield; Cora, wife
of George Alfen, of Lowell, Mass., and
Miss Sadia Hopkins, of Pittsfield, have the
sympathy of all who know them. Fifteen
months ago Mr. Hopkins died at Ellsworth, where the family lived for several
Since
years after moving from Orland.
his death Mrs. Hopkins had lived with
her daughters in Pittsfield, and while here
on a brief visit with relatives was stricken
with

pneumonia, living only

Funeral services

Sunday,

Crosby’s

week.

a

and

at

were

terment at

June

Evergreen cemetery.

22.__G.
DEER ISLE.

Our line of Home Furnishings is still a leading department with us.
The assortment and prices command the attention of every housekeeper.
Lace and Muslin Curtains, Tapestry, Velvet and Moquette
Carpet Rugs. Our Fiber Rugs in room sizes bave met with
large favor. As they are inexpensive, very attractive and durable, it
is worth your while to see them. Art Squares, Linoleums, Oil
Cloths, Straw Mattings, Brussels and Tapestry Carpetings,
Woolen Carpets, Stair Carpets. Coucb Covers, Portieres, and
home

furnishings

in

general.

Mrs. Durilia Joyce, of Atlantic,
Dr. Small's Sunday.
Dr. Small

was

in

Boston

a

at

was

few days last

week, returning borne Saturday.
Capt. William H. Burns and wife,

of

Swan's Island, visited friends here this
week.

Frank Gross and
spent Saturday
and Sunday as guests of Montie Green and
on
McGlathery
wife, who are camping
island.

foTget our Shoe Store; the largest and best in the city. We have
of the most attractive values. Tan shoes for men, women, misses
and children in all grades and qualities.
Don’t

some

SPECIALS,
Women’s Patent Oxfords, Ribbon Laces, at 92, 92.50,93, 93.50.
Women’B Patent, Tan and Dull leather, bailor Tie, this being the
latest in Oxfords.
Women’s Tan two-eyelet tie.
Misses’ Tan Calf Oxfords and Boots.
Children’s one and two strap sandals.
We-carry the largest assortment of Children’s shoes to be found any-

effort is being made to have an
Fourth of July celebration here,
with street parade, ball game, etc. Dinner and supper will be served by the ladies'
aid society and there will be the usual
dance in town hall.

Quite

an

old-time

entertained
Harbor View
chapter
Juanita lodge Wednesday evening, about
thirty visitors being present. The degrees
were conferred on one
candidate, after
which a most excellent entertainment was

given.

banquet

A tine

which more than
June 22.

a

was

served,

to

hundred sat down.
Rxx.

men

As we carry such a large assortment of every kind of merchandise

Monday, June

15.

Galen Stanley and wife are visiting Mrs.
Stanley’s parents, George Springer and
wife.
The primary school closed this week,
by

We want your trade.

GALLERT.

M.
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NORTH PENOBSCOT.
Schools will close this week.
J. H. Jones, republican candidate from
this class, was in town laBt week looking
after his political interests.
George Cousins, of Bar Harbor, has contracted for the place recently vacated and
now owned by Mrs. Abbie Hatch.
Hancock Pomona meets with Highland
grange Friday, and the location, time of
year, and traveling will doubtless bring
out a large crowd.
Rev. Mr. Greenan, lately from India,
where he has been a missionary twenty
yeaxs, dropped into this charge Saturday
with his wife and two children. He
started from India about four months ago,
spent considerable time on his way to this
country in Paris and London and other
large cities of Europe, preached in New
York city some time but did not like, and
He
a strong desire for Maine seised him
is delighted with the situation, but everywill
some
take him
thing is so different it
time to get acquainted with the ways of
life here.
_

OBITVABY.

Mrs. Lucy Montgomery paeeed away
Wedneeday, Jane 17, after a long and

Mrs. Mary Abbott, who has spent the
past winter in Lawrence, Mass., returned
home last week.
dance at the town
hall Thursday evening, June 25. Music
by Wallace & Kelley.
social

Capt. O. W. Foss arrived home Sunday
from Chicago, where he has been as a
delegate to the republican national con
vention.

Miss Carolyn Foss, who has been employed at Bar Harbor the past winter, is
painful illness, aged eighty-seven years. spending a few weeks at home, before
She was one of the oldest inhabitants of going to Northeast
Harbor, where she has
this town.
employment for the summer.
Mrs. Montgomery was a woman of great
O. W. Foss and wife. Miss Edythe Foes,
activity and force of character when in the Mrs. H. W. Johnson, Mrs. P. E. Walker
full strength of her physical powers, and
Mrs. C. P. Cook were in Ellsworth
which she retained to a late period in life.
Tuesday and attended the graduation exerHer mental faculties seemed to retain their
cises of the Ellsworth high school. Mies
keenness to the last. She was deeply in- Gertrude Foss was one of the
graduates.
terested in what wsb going on in the
June 24.
J.
world, and had most positive opinions
EA8TBROOK.
about matters sacred, religious and political which she always had the courage to
Miss Eds Piper will go to Sorrento this,
express.
week, for the summer.

Though
she

was a

not
firm

member of any church,
believer in the Christian

a

religion, and a practical Christian, ever
ready to help those in distress and suffering, ever ready to condemn wrongdoing and injustice wherever manifested.

Walter

Googins spent Saturday

and
Waltham with his cousin Leon.
Mrs. Calista Wilbur visited her daughter, Mrs. George Newey, in Winterport,
last week.

Sunday

in

Eugene Clark leaves this week for
She leaves two sons—J. H. and C. O.
well-known lawyers and Northeast Harbor. His wife will go later.
business men of Camden, who have most They will be employed there through the
tenderly cared for her in her declining summer.
There was a pretty wedding at the home
yean.
The funeral Friday was attended by a of Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Lowrie June 17, at 8
large number of relatives and neighbon. p. m., when their daughter Goldie May
The services were conducted by Prof. was married to Eugene Clark. The bridal
Bragdon of the E. M. C. seminary. The party, which consisted of the bride and
profusion of beautiful flowers that cov- groom, Mias Edna Lowrie, cousin of the
ered the casket bore silent testimony to bride, as bridesmaid, and Harold Kingthe love and esteem in which the deceased man, uncle of the groom, as beet man,
was held.
marched into the sitting room, which was
June 22.
H.
prettily decorated with evergreens and
Montgomery,

‘/ cheerfully recommend the preparation, Penn
healthful tonic and a successful remedy fort
tarrh in its various forms. "—Hon. W. £ Andrews
*

successful term of ten weeks taught
Miss Hattie Partridge, of Orlaod.

after

a

as a

Pupils not absent for the term are: Ferol
Smith, Langdon Smith, Ray Orcutt, Lester
Orcutt, Forrest Coombs, Marcia Springer,
Eva Hardison.
June 22.

Hon. Thomas Dale, who was elected to
Congress from Alaska, Is well known
on the Paciflc slope, where he has resided. Bis Washington address is 1312
Ninth street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
Congressman Cale writes of Pernna:
•‘I can cheerfully recommend Pernna
as a very efficient remedy for coughs

Viola.
SUNSET.

Some of the
and many
Rev.
I he

summer

folks have

of the cottages

are

arrived

open.

Mr. Hatchings, who will supply

pulpit

at the

chapel

this summer, is

and colds."
to take tablets
rather than to take medicine in a fluid
form. Such people can obtain Peruna
tablets, which represent the medicinal
ingredients of Pernna. Each tablet is
equivalent to one average dose of Pernna.

here.

people prefer

Some

N. Sellers
years and
death of Mr. Sellers
an honest,
upright
Alnert

sixty-four
neighbor.

In his

died

June 16, "aged
In the

four months.

ths community loses
citizen and
he was

family

a
s

kind
kind

husband and a loving father. He had
been in poor health for some time. He
was the youngest living son of “Aunt Sslome” Sellers. Besids his mother he leaves
a wife, four sons and one brother, besides
His family has
a large circle of friends.
the sympathy of all. The funeral was
held a't his late residence, Rev. Joseph
Jackson officiating.
E.
June 22.
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NORTHEAST HARBOR.
Mrs.

Ella

Mason

has

been

BUCKSPORT.

Clarence I. Webster died Monday mornA. A. Brown and wife, of Monson, visat the age of fifty-seven years, nine
months, four days. Mr. Webster had been ited relatives here last week.
in poor health for some months. Many
Luther and Emily Phillips are at home
friends will mourn his loss. Besides his
wife, he leave* two daughters—Miss Inez for their summer vacation.
and .M iss £iise—both of whom live at I A large number of Elias Jenkins’ friends
homv, also two brothers—Charles, of Bosattended the ordination at Somesville.
ton, and Westley, of Bucksport, and three
sisters—Mrs. E. P. Hoit, of Somerville,
There are more cottage people here now
Mrs. B. Hamilton, of Rockland, and Mrs.
than ever before so early in the season.
Flora Allen, of Bucksport.
Miss Ethel Reed is employed as bookkeeper in the steam laundry for the sumSOUTH BLUEHILL.

time, is here on a ninety days’ furlough. Mr. Clark is in good health, and
reports a pleasant winter at the home.
some

Tboasands Have Kidney
Traibie and Never Sispect X
Prevalency of

mer.

The Kimball bouse opened June 20, w ith
of guests. The Clifton house
opens June 25.

a

number

Charles Brinley and wife, of Philadelphia, are spending three weeks of their
wedding trip at their summer home here.
Misses Emily Whitmore and Dorothy
Branscom have returned from Higgins
classical institute, where they have
attended school for the past year.
A large number of Rebekahs attended
the funeral of Mrs. W illiam Walls, of Indian Point, Thursday. This is the first
break in the chain since the lodge was

organized.

XbfcmisrmnttB.

Kidney Dlieeie.

Mrs. C. H. Pullen, of Hailowell, and
Mrs. Ralph Con forth, of Bath, were called
home by the sudden death of their sister,
Mrs. William Walls. Mrs. Walls died
Monday of a shock.

The drama, “Little Trump,** was preMost people do not realize the alarmsented Thursday evening tor the benefit of
and
remarkable
increase
prevalency
ing
of kidney disease. the Neighborhood house. A dance folWhile kidney dis- lowed the play and refreshments were
orders are the served. Proceeds about |B6.
most

common

diseases that prevail, they are
almost

the

last

recognized by
and phy-

patient

sicians, who

con-

themtelvet
trith doetoring the effeeti, while the original diteate undermines the system.
tent

What To Do.

There is comfort in the knowledge to
often expressed, that Dr. Kilmer’s
Swamp-Root, the great kidney remedy,
fulfills every wish in curing rheumatism,
pain in the back, kidneys,liver, bladder
and every part of the urinary passage.
It corrects inability to hold water
and scalding pain in passing it, or bad
effects following use of liquor, wine or
beer, and overcomes that unpleasant necessity of being compelled to go often
during the day, and to get up many
times during the night. The mild ana
the extraordinary effect of Swamp-Root
is soon realized. It stands the highest
for its wonderful cures of the most distressing cases. If you need a medicine
you should have the best. Sold by druggists in fifty-cent and one-dollar sizes.
You may have a sample bottle and a
book that tell* all
about it, both sent free f
by mail. Addreaa Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y. when
nim
writing mention this paper and don’t
make any mistake, bnt remember the
name. Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root, tad
the address, Binghamton, N. Y.

|

beneficial results, and

June 22.

effective and permanent care lot
tarrh.”
Mr. Boss Craig, Pork Vale.TennJ
catarrh of the head for two yeui
had abandoned all hope of beingc*
bnt to hia surprise Parana cured!
sound and well.
ent, preached at the Dunbar wbooHa
Bunday afternoon. Rev. 8. L Hina
the pastor’s father, also took part 10
services.
June

22.___

PKOHPECT HARBOR.
of Bluehill, is spea
his parents.
Mrs. L. P. Cole has returned from it
to relatives in Waterville.

’Percy T. Moore,

a

week with

Mrs. John P. Shepherd and family 1
arrived at Capt. Deasy’s for the sumnn
W. F. Bruce and w ife were guests oil
L. B. Deasys, of Bar Harbor, overSuai
Mrs. Josephine Blance has recors
illness sufficiently to «

from her recent
out.

Miss Genevieve F. Cole arrived ft
Waterville Saturday, w here she »m
of the speakers in the junior exhibiti®
«a
Coburn classical institute Thursday

!

ing.

I
The Miaaes Bickford have returned
Charleston, where they have been
1
ing Higgins classical institute. ft
Gertrude was one of the speaker!
I
sophomore exhibition.
June 22.
1

itt*J

BTONINUTON.

WEST

«!
Gay Cleveland and family.
here.
Deer lale, have been visiting
to*
FrankSimpeon is improvingr pa
an addition and extensile

by

Erneat Perry has *om ‘ h» suma*
u
to spend tht

wbere be

expects

been

ha*
Mis# Mae Hamblen, who
home Fr F
ing in Portland, returned
Hare
Mrs. Koaie Perry and Miss
a
son have been spending
lale.
South Deer
^
Mra. Sterling
Ln eai"1
has M*
from Rockland, where she
ing her daughter.
June a.

Barh,:urh'

jjr,,l

__-i

Keelej-

Norman Conner is employed
on the steamer Gardiner.

Cure for

own

as

fireman

bj*D SsitW
^

Miss Grace D. leach is home (rom Portland lor the summer.
Warren Hanacom, of Gsstine, is the
guest of Delmont Dunbar.
Arthur 8. Roche, of New York, visited
at E. R. Domansky’s last week.
Mrs. Roy E. Webster and son, of Bangor, are at Daniel Webster’s for a month.
Dana Hall, who has been spending a
week at Edward West’s, has returned to
Brockton, Mass.
C. M. Leach and wife were in Bucksport
last Wednesday to attend the graduation
exercises of the seminary.
Mias Grace Perkins, who has been teaching in Massachusetts the past year, is visiting her father, J. Y. Perkins.
Mrs. Arpline Wardwell, who has been

druiikenne^

,ne''t !0ft'l;ini
,inT,“
«P*nS«i

U not a
Keeley Cure
„,«
haa had over 27 years
l>*ve
many thousauds
to manhood, and are fillm? r«»
of honor and trust. Patients
at any time.

drug-using

Mr*. Phebe Hatch ia visiting Mrs. Flora
Perkins in Franklin.

are

Sunaet tbia week.

N. F.

Arthur Conner ii ill.

aibcrt xi nun ia.

A Help"*
ne

Heelti

a6,
W. Ripley, Me., Sept.
"We have used the
‘y
wood’s Bitters in our fam r
it
thirty years, and think °f
to any other >»e*«n*
8
ever used.”
H. C. N«M

£“*

j^

^
J*urt,

Weep
Every household shouldon hand
Atwood’s Bitters
^ (
*
stimulating
blood
and
stomach, liver, bowel^ w»“
with nor®

in

Augusta and Monmonth with her children, has returned home after more than
a year’s absence.

“L. F.

Ezra Conner left yesterday to Join the
schooner Fred A. Emerson, Gspt. Reuben
Perkins, bound for Ellsworth to load
staves for Rondout, N. Y.

these organs to

Rev. H.

wile

Greely Smell and

_

NORTH CABTINE.

can cans

tngly recommend your remedy to
friends as an invigorating tonic ud

visiting

ing

There will be a ball at South Bluehill
hall Wednesday evening, July 1, under the
auspices of the Public Improvement society. Music by Monaghan.
Massapaqua grange met Jane 18, with a
large attendance. The third and fourth
degrees were conferred on two candidates.
Ice-cream and cake were served. The lecturer pro tem. presented a program of
music, readings and quotations, also an
original poem by the worthy master.

Hon. C. Slemp, Congnssau I
Virginia, whose home addrea ii
Stone Gap, Va„ writes:
“X can cheerfully say that I hare
your valuable remedy, Pernni,

friends here.

Mrs. Mamie E. Reed spent Sunday at
her home in Manset.

SURRY.

Miss Edyth Foss is at home from Higgins
classical institute for the summer.

Remedy* !

HON. W. E. ANDREWS.
Nebraska has furnished to our National Congress some of the brighteati
that have ever adorned that great national legislature. Men of push ug
men of great oratorical and intellectual resources, men who have done ai
shape the destinies of the great western section of our count, y.
Among these modern statesmen of that versatile, American type,iiHi
E. Andrews, of Hastings, Nebraska. Hon. Andrews was formerly Vice Pm
of Hastings College, and established an excellent record as a promulgatorolj
education before he became a member of Congress. Speaking of Pernna.hu

Rev. D. B. Smith is attending quarterly
meeting at South Bluehill.

George P. Clark, of this town, who has
been at the soldiers’ home at Togus for

a

1

Earl Bracey is at home from the drive.
A moose was seen in Claud Clark’s field

HANCOCK.

There will be

I Catarrh

School cloned Friday, June 19.

Mrs. Rachel Hodgkins, of Lamoine, is
the guest of Mrs. Walter Hodgkins.

and women is the best.

usuallycarriedin department stores, we would ask a visit from you. Why
not give Ellsworth stores the preference when the same goods can be had
here? We honestly believe we show styles better adapted to the wants of
this community than shown in Bangor or Boston. We can beat them in
prices, and the quality and style are as good and up to date.

Successful

^

where-

THE WALK-OVER SHOE for

|

And

\

J. Edward Caler is home from Perry.

wife

William Morey died Sunday morning,
after a long and painful illness. He leaves
two daughters—Mrs. Crockett Dow and
Mrs. Winfield Joyce.

Shoes.

WEST FRANKLIN.

largely

Rev. Mr. Brown, pastor of the
Congregational church in Bucksport,
spoke words of loving sympathy to the
bereaved family. The floral tributes were
profuse and beautiful. The pall-bearers
were A. A. Littlefield, Capt. B. R. Stubbs.
J. Fred Partridge and Harry Small. In-

House Furnishings.

Tonic

Tramp.

June 22.

Mrs.

attended.

]

Healthful!

_

held

were

Is A

I

soon.

well in

the season.

:

Lucy, the three-years-old daughter of
Friday morning, June 12, Julia Anne
Everard Young, received serious injuries a
land
the
from
Harriman Hopkins passed
few days ago from a kick by one of her
of shadows to the unseen realm of eternal
father's horses. The little one was playing
and
everlasting brightness.
sunlight
about the horse, when it is supposed she
was
sixty-seven
Mrs. Hopkins
nearly
in 1841. must have struck or otherwise startled
years cld, being born in this town
and he struck out with his hoof,
Her childhood, girlhood and early woman- him,
her on the nose and forehead,
hood were passed here. She was tbe wife striking
the bones and cutting the flesh
of Albert Hopkins, and for many years crushing
She was taken to the hospital
lived on what is called Fish point. An badly.
at Bangor, where her injuries received
industrious, frugal, home-loving housetreatment, and she is reported as comfortwife, devoting her time and labor for the
aole and likely to recover.
children she loved so well, she was in all
truth

renewing the stock every week,
you will find a complete assort-

are

Peruna

;

It is hoped that the work may

materials.
OBITUARY.

|j

Recommends Pe-m-»»3

andho'1*1T

proceed

regularity and mamtam
health of the body. For.old
the “L. F." Atwood’s Bitters"
B. Haskell, district superintend- liable remedy. SBc. at druggists-

rft(

ouJ
„

